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Vice President Armstrong resigns
Will become English professor after 12 years in office
By Valerie Kalfrin
Associate Editor
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
Campus Life Jean Armstrong unexpectedly 
announced her resignation Friday after 12 
years as an administrator at MSC. The 
announcement came in a memo from Presi­
dent Irvin Reid nearly a week before the 
Board of Trustees meeting, where there will 
be a formal action appointing her to the 
faculty as of Sept 1992.
Provost andVice President for Academic 
Affairs Richard Lynde said that the sudden 
announcement was necessary. “This went 
public sooner than we expected,” he said. 
“Action was going to be formally taken at 
the Board meeting, but the rumor mill was 
working overtime. We wanted to make the 
situation as comfortable for Dr. Armstrong 
as possible.”
Lynde said that Armstrong’s decision is 
not unusual. “The tenor of the college 
changes withnewpresidents, vice presidents, 
administrators,” he said. “She’s living out a 
fantasy that a lot of ex-faculty members 
have, including myself. Some people may 
see it as a power struggle. Some, as a loss of 
power. But for those of us who work day in 
and day out with the administration, there 
comes a time when a lot of folks really want 
to go back to the classroom.”
He added that she will be going in at the 
top of the full professor salary range, which 
is presently about $64,000 for 10 months.
Rumors about Armstrong’s resignation 
range from the outrageous to the sublime, 
citing personal and professional differences 
between her and other members of the ad­
ministration. Armstrong, however, insisted
that she was motivated by personal growth 
as opposed to hostility.
She said that she had been talking about 
retirement toward the end of the summer, 
but realized that she didn’t want to leave the 
campus altogether.
“Any college campus is a hotbed of 
rumors,” she said. “This is absolutely my 
desire. I ’ve been in this position for 10 
years, and I think it’s time to step down.”
Upon leaving the Office of Student Af­
fairs on Dec. 31, she will spend the spring 
semester preparing her return to the class­
room and will begin teaching courses in the 
English Department and the Honors Pro­
gram in the fall.
“Being a poet and involved in literature, 
I have a sense of cyclicity,” she said. “I ’ve 
been teaching pretty regularly here. Ironi­
cally, you get to know fewer students as the 
vice president of student affairs than you 
would through a classroom.”
“It’s been a wonderful 12 years, so don’t 
make me cry,” she added.
Armstrong, 57, came to the college from 
Rutgers University in 1980, where she served 
as both an English professor and associate 
dean of students. After abrief tenure as dean
Please turn to p. 9 
also
See resume of Dr. Armstrong on p. 9
$16.5 million construction causes campus problems
By Jennifer Thees
Staff Writer
Parking for commuters is even farther 
from campus due to four separate con­
struction projects which are now underway, 
with two more going through the bidding 
process for the Master Plan at MSC.
“If enrollment and parking decal pur­
chases stay constant and the extra space 
stays constant, there is nothing to worry 
about. Loss of physical space possibly, but 
not loss of need,” Thomas Stepnowski, as­
sistant vice president of facilities, said.
Rich Newmark, a senior at MSC, said, 
“With the moving of spots, from the other 
side of campus, and the newer way of entering 
the college, more and more commuters will 
be forced to park out in the boon docks, 
making some of us late for class and some­
times stuck in bad weather. None of us 
students will ever win the parking lot 
problem. Of course, the college gets the 
benefit of the doubt because their new build­
ing will be cornstructed. No matter what, the 
money talks, and the students walk.”
Please turn top. 11 
also
See Barking about Parking on p. 13
A soon-to-be familiar sight: blocked roads and torn up streets
Teachers' union 
files grievance 
against VP's 
appointment
By Valerie Kalfrin
Associate Editor _______________
The college’s teachers’ unionhas filed 
a grievance concerning the appointment 
of Vice President of Student Affairs and 
Campus Life Jean Armstrong to the En­
glish Department faculty following 
Friday's sudden resignation announce­
ment.
Dr. Catherine Becker, president of the 
AFT MSC Local 1904, declined to com­
ment on the action, saying that a griev­
ance is a private matter. “We file many 
grievances over years and years,” she 
said. “It’s a quasi-judicial matter, and not 
something we discuss.”
Joan Ficke, vice president of internal 
affairs for the teachers’ union, said that 
there had been some concerns raised about 
the appointment, but agreed that it was 
inappropriate to be commenting on them 
at this time. “The Board of Trustees is 
scheduled to act on this m atter at 
Thursday’s meeting,” she said.
Armstrong is stepping down in De­
cember after 12 years as an administrator, 
and is scheduled to become a full profes­
sor teaching courses in the English De­
partment and Honors Program next fall.
In a memo to the English Department 
distributed Tuesday, Dr. James Nash, de­
partment chairperson, said that Becker 
had informed him that the union was 
filing a grievance against Armstrong’s 
appointment because of affirmative ac­
tion and contractual violations.
A grievance is an internal, negotiated 
procedure filed either against the entire 
administration, an individual administra­
tor or superior or the college when an 
individual feels that he or she has been 
treated unfairly, or that academic free­
doms have been violated- It can ultimately 
be brought to an outside court
Nash explained in the memo that al-
Please turn to p. 11
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World News
Compiled by T .S . Law ton from  The Herald News, The New York 
Times, The Star Ledger, U.SA. Today and CNN.
INTERNATIONAL NATIONAL
A Plebiscite in the Yugoslav Re­
public of Macedonia said approxi­
mately 90% of the people who voted 
wished for independence from Yugo­
slavia. The Serbian assertion of control 
of the Federal Governm ent has led to 
independence m oves by several re ­
publics and w ar between Serbia and  
Croatia. M acedonian leaders say they 
will seek ties to a loose confederation of 
Yugoslav Republics rather than  the suc­
cession chosen by Slovenia and  Croatia.
Fifteen thousand people rallied 
against the renewal of the lease on the 
only remaining U.S. base in the Phil­
ippines. The people's sentim ent w as 
echoed by the Philippine senate w hich 
voted not to renew  the base. P resident 
Corazon Aquino appealed to  the  senate 
to review its decision and  gathered  su p ­
porters of her own. President Bush said 
"w e've m ade ou r best offer." D ick 
Cheney, secretary of defense, said  if the 
agreem ent fails "w e're gone."
President Bush asked Congress last 
week to consider delaying Israel's re­
quest for $10 billion in loans. Bush 
hoped to have Israel delay o r stop  it 's  
planned settlements on the occupied 
territories. The Israelis h in ted  th ey  
w ould rather forget the M iddle East 
Peace Conference than halt the  settle­
ments. "The main thing is that w ith  the  
help of God, the Israeli population  w ill 
keep growing, including in  these areas 
of E re tz  Y israel,"  s a id  P rim e  
Minister Yitzhak Shamir. N ow  our ad ­
ministration is prepared to compromise.
T urm oil in  the Soviet U nion has led 
to another republic declaring its In d e­
pendence on M onday. This is the eighth 
of fifteen republics to do so since the 
coup and the eleventh republic over all. 
Only the Russian Federation, Armenia, 
Turkm enia and Kazakhstan have not 
declared outright independence from 
Moscow.
Former Heavyweight Champion 
Mike Tyson was indicted for the al­
leged rape of a teenage beauty pageant 
contestant in an Indianapolis hotel 
early this summer. An arrest w arrant 
w as issued an d  bail w as set a t $30,000. 
It's  n o ty e t know n if Tyson's Nov. 8 fight 
against Evander Holyfield will be af­
fected.
Clarence Thomas' Supreme Court 
confirmation hearing begins today be­
fore a U.S. Senate Panel. Thom as w as 
appoin ted  by President Bush to  take 
Thurgood M arshall's place on the Su­
prem e Court. Senators are expected to 
probe Thom as' views on civil rights, 
abortion, privacy and  m any  other is­
sues.
September 10 is the most likely day 
of the year to find tropical storms and 
hurricanes in the Atlantic. This year has 
been quiet so far b u t several storm s are 
floating  a ro u n d  th e  A tlan tic  now . 
Claudette, D anny and  Erika, all tropical 
storms, appear to be no threat to the 
m ainland at the current time. Generally, 
only Atlantic tropical storm s and  h u r­
ricanes hit the U.S.
Jeffrey Dahmer, who has confessed 
to killing 17 males, is expected to plead 
insanity. W isconsin does no t have the 
death penalty bu t he faces life im pris­
onm ent for each m u rd er conviction. 
D ahm er drugged, strangled, h ad  sex 
w ith  the bodies and then dism em bered 
h is  v ic tim s  w ith  a ch a in sa w  
unbenounced to  his neighbors.
T he sh ift of U.S. resources from the 
d ru g  w ar to  the gu lf w ar is hobb ling  
efforts to  com bat drug flights in to  the 
U.S. As late as A ugust m any planes 
w ere still aw ay from the d rug  battles, 
c la im ed  a  h o u s e  a rm e d  se rv ic es  
subcom m itee. Their report also found 
Panam a to  be a bigger d rug  trafficking 
haven now  than  w hen Noriega was in 
pow er, largely because of the easing of 
police pow ers in  the nation.
REGIONAL
The New Jersey State Lottery said it 
would not provide refunds for losers 
of its new $10,000slot game. Because of 
a production error, the gam e w as pulled 
from the m arket. The state w ill honor 
w inners in  the gam e since the num ber 
of prizes w as not affected by the m is­
prints. John Carson of W ebcraft Games 
Inc., the com pany that m anufactured 
the tickets, said, "The num ber of w in­
ners w as still the same, b u t only in  a 
horizontal format."
A state fund of $45 million w ill be 
divied up by nine state colleges, one of 
them  being MSC. The fund is to  be used 
for repairs and  renovations at the state 
schools. MSC will get $3.5 million in aid 
that w ill im prove "existing facilities in 
structure and safety," said Sue Burghard 
a spokespeerson for MSC.
An informant w ill testify at a trial 
of several Paterson police officers 
charged with taking bribes to protect 
the informant's videogambling racket. 
The inform ant, once know n as Joseph 
Fay, now  has a new  identity. Fay testi­
fied in  January before the State Com­
m ission  of Investigation . Fay said , 
"A n y th in g  to  d o  w ith  G am blings, 
w iseguys are there. A nything to do w ith 
cash, they 're always there."
New Jersey inmates who refuse 
medical treatment can end up with 
their prison wardens as their guard­
ians. But a public advocate is suing to 
stop w hat he calls a violation of the 
prisoners' rights. Joseph Suozzo of the 
public advocates office says the prob­
lem is that com petent prisoners could 
be  forced to  have medical treatm ent 
under the law.
W E A T
Thu. Fri.
H E R  B y  T . S .  L a w t o n
Sat. Sun. Mon.
Ü
Partly Cloudy
High: 69-75 
Low: 46-52
Cloudy with a 
chance of late 
showers and 
thunderstorms
High:71-77 
Low: 44-50
Chance of 
showers early 
In the day
High: 71-77 
Low: 55-61
Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy
I N D E X
NEWS
Campus Police Report -  p. 5 
Campus Calendar -  p. 5 
Appropriations for Class 
One organizations -  pp. 6 -7  
New phone system - p . 9  
New I.D. cards -  p. 11
TTTf A A V  JL
Students air parking gripes -  
p.13
Looking Back -  p. 14 
Food for thought appliance 
free? -- p. 15
TFIITAPT A I
Main editorial: a parking 
compromise ~  p. 18 
New columns: Blurb and 
Tim’s Thoughts -  p. 19
ARTS
Yes article -  p. 21 
Record Irreverance -  p. 22
SPORTS
Graduate signed by Angels -  
p. 30
Column: 5ILC Shorts -  p. 31 
Soccer preview -  p. 32 
Column: Sports Insider -  p. 
33
Football pictorial -  pp. 34-35
High: 73-79 
Low: 51-57
High: 74-80 
Low: 52-58
CORRECTIONS
In last w eek's Guide issue, 
four organizations w ere not 
listed:
C lass O ne Concerts, a Class 
I organization located in room  
117 in  the S tu d en t C enter 
A nnex,
Sigm a D elta  Tau, a Class IV 
sorority,
Iota Gam m a Xi, a C lass IV 
sorority,
and T he Spanish C lub, a 
C lass II organization.
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New bus routes for 
redirected traffic
N.J. hiring freeze leaves 
MSC staff short-handed
By R.A. Campos
News Editor
Shuttle bus routes have been rerouted 
with the traffic flow because of the new 
construction on campus.
Right now, there are three buses running 
during the day and two at night. The college 
has five shuttle buses in all, but $30,000 has 
been allocated to buy another full-size bus, 
said Kiki Williams, director of office 
services.
The buses run three different routes: a 
Clove Road route, a Quarry route and a 
Clove/Quarry route (see above chart for 
paths of each route). The shuttle stops will 
soon be identified by new bus stop signs.
The bus for the Clove Road route stops at 
College Hall, the Student Center, Blanton 
Hall, Lot 26, Lot 28 and at the Clove Road 
Apartments.
The bus for the Quarry route stops at
College Hall, the Student Center, Blanton 
Hall, Lot 22, Lot 23 and Lot 26.
The bus for the Clove/Quany route stops 
at College Hall, the Student Center, Blanton 
Hall, Lot 22, Lot 23, Lot 26, Lot 28 and the 
Clove Road Apartments.
Williams said that a Quarry route bus 
passes about every eight minutes, a Clove 
route bus passes about every lOminutesand 
a Clove/Quarry bus passes about IS minutes.
The college also plans to hire another 
busdriverfor a part-time position during the 
day although there is a hiring freeze on 
campus. Williams said that hiring the driver 
is justified: there are already three full-time 
drivers for the day shift, and one part-time 
and one full-time driver for the night shift.
The new driver will enable four buses to 
run during the day. Two will run the Clove 
route, two will run the Quarry route and the 
Clove/Quarry route will be eliminated, 
Williams said.
By Robert Wintermule
Staff Writer
The New Jersey state hiring freeze has 
created a staff shortage in Campus Police, 
maintenance and other departments at MSC, 
said Dr. Edward Martin, dean of students. 
Nearly every department is affected by the 
hiring freeze, and many services that are 
taken for granted on campus will be af­
fected.
According to Philip Calitre, the director 
of Campus Police, his department is not up 
to its “full complement.” Currently there are 
23 police officers and security guards on 
campus. This is five short of the number last 
year. Calitre also said that while there is no 
problem as of yet, there is the “risk of 
problems.”
Andy Krupa, Student Center assistant 
director, described the effects that the hiring 
freeze are having on his department as “se­
rious.” Since spring, the Student Center 
maintenance department has been unable to 
fill vacancies. The department is operating 
at approximately 50% staff for both evening 
and day shifts, Krupa said.
In dealing with the shortage of officers, 
the Campus Police are concentrating on the 
after-hours escort service. This is a service 
that escorts students to the parking lots and 
residence halls after dark. This service has 
not been protected, Calitre said, and this has 
prompted him to ask the SG A and the frater­
nities for help in keeping this service alive.
Martin said that the college administra­
tion is concerned over the lack of police. 
“We are particularly anxious when we have 
events that need security. We would like to
have our own Campus Police there,” said 
Martin.
Martin also said that he is aware of the 
escort service situation, and that he sees a 
definite need for alternative sources of cov­
erage. “If you don’t have the manpower, you 
must find a way to do it. In this case, it means 
finding a group responsible enough to take 
part and making the commitment.”
The Student Center has at least two or 
three vacancies in secretarial positions, 
campus maintenance has six to eight vacan­
cies, and the financial aid office will be 
operating with a reduced staff, as one person 
is retiring this year and one other is out on 
long-term disability. The college is unable 
to fill any of these positions, and the book­
store is also experiencing staff shortages, 
Martin said.
To illustrate how this affects the cam­
pus, Martin described one particular situa­
tion: during the Back-to-School Bash last 
week, all campus organizations had to set up 
the tables and displays themselves because 
the Student Center maintenance department 
is operating with a reduced staff.
Martin said that this situation can be 
expected to continue throughout the semes­
ter, but MSC will “attempt to struggle with 
the same level of service with minimal sup­
port.” What the different departments will 
need to do, he said, is learn to prioritize.
Krupa advised students to keep the lines 
of communication open with his department 
as to what help is needed. The Student 
Center maintenance department is operat-
Please turn to p. 11
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senior final evaluation forms are due on October 1.
The mailbox in front of the Student Center Annex by 
College Ave. has been moved about 200 ft. north to 
the corner of Webster Rd. and College Ave.
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What’s Happening At C.G.I.S on Thursday Nights?
y  Free Admission ’till 10pm 
y  16oz. drafts for $1 ’till m idnight 
y  Live bands 
y  Two new pool tables
S  Casual dining including: burgers, pizza, finger foods, 
sandwiches, and more at reasonable prices.
30 Pompton Ave., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 (201) 239-8911
CAMPUS POLICE
R E P O R T
Compiled by R.A. Campos
Student brought to hospital after 
passing out a t Clove Road party
Campus Police received a call that a student had collapsed and stopped breathing at the 
Clove Road Apartments on August 30. The student was a Blanton Hall resident
Montclair EMS and Campus Police arrived at the scene where the student was revived 
and then taken to Mountainside Hospital. Campus Police said that the student's collapse was 
alcohol related. When she returned to campus, she reportedly said that she must have 
hyperventilated.
H a r a s s m e n t
•  On Sept. 3 Campus Police received a 
complaint from an MSC employee that she 
had received threats from another employee. 
The incident is being handled by the 
administration.
•  On Sept. S at 6:30 p.m. Campus Police 
received a complaint from a faculty member 
of harassment by a student in his classroom. 
The student was removed from the classroom 
and the matter is being handled by the 
administration.
T h e f t
•  Between 5 p.m. Aug. 30 and 7 p.m. on 
Aug. 31, $20 was stolen from the room of a 
Bohn Hall resident. There were no signs of 
forced entry.
•  On Sept. 4 between 9:15 a.m. and 9:20 
a.m., a student left her wallet on the shuttle 
bus. The wallet was later turned in to the 
College Bookstore; however, $100 was 
missing.
•  On Sept. 5 between 10 a.m. and 10:50 
a.m., a student's wallet was stolen from his 
pants while he was attending class in Panzer 
Gym. There was $60 in the wallet.
•  OnSept.5between3and5p.rn.,textbooks 
were stolen from the room of two Stone Hall 
residents. The textbooks were valued at a 
total of $90, and there was no sign of forced 
entry.
•  Between 10 a.m. on Sept 7 and 8:20 a.m. 
on Sept. 8, a room was broken into in Blanton 
Hall while the resident was at work. A clock 
radio, a television set and five sweaters, a 
total value of $205, were reported missing. 
There was no sign of forced entry.
•  Between 5:30 p.m. on Sept. 8 and 9:15 
a.m. on Sept. 9, the window of a 1983 
Toyota was smashed. Photography books, 
textbooks and 50 cassette tapes were stolen, 
a total value of $725.
•  On Sept. 9 between 10 a.m. and 10:10 
a.m., a bookbag was reported stolen from 
outside the College Bookstore. The textbook 
inside was worth $60.
V a n d a l i s m
•  On Sept 1 at 1 aan. Campus Police 
received a call from security at Clove Road. 
A white male was observed painting a white 
"X" on one of the apartments. He was 
observed entering one of the apartments. 
Campus Police searched for the suspect but 
he was not found.
•  Between 11 p.m. on Sept 2 and 12:45 
a.m. on Sept 3, a windshield was broken 
and scratch marks were found on a 1987 
Chevrolet Cavalier in lot 20. There was no 
sign of entry into the vehicle.
B o m b  T h r e a t s
•  On Sept 8 at 1:34 a.m. a bomb threat was 
received at Blanton Hall. Residents were 
evacuated for 30 minutes.
•  On Sept. 10 at 2:20 a.m. a bomb threat 
was received at Blanton H alt Residents 
were evacuated for 30 minutes.
M i s c e l l a n e o u s
•  On Sept. 4 at 1:40 a.m. Campus Police 
received a phone call from a female who 
said she needed an escort to visit her sick 
brother. Campus Police drove her to her 
destination and discovered that she was 
actually visiting her boyfriend with whom 
she was arguing. Campus Police also realized 
that the student was drunk, and kept her at 
Campus Police Headquarters until she 
sobered up.
•  On Sept. 5 Campus Police received a call 
from a Webster Hall resident complaining 
that she was receiving obscene phone calls 
from another female. The incident is under 
investigation.
R e s o l u t i o n s
•  On June 18, Jose Cruz stood trial. He was 
arrested on October 30, 1990 for being 
disorderly and resisting arrest. He was found 
guilty of resisting arrest and was fined $250 
and one year unsupervised probation.
Do you want to join The 
Montclarionl 
Call 893-5169
i  L E C T U R E S /S E M IN A R S /W O R K S H O P S
9-12 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: Thomas Aprile, sculptor, 
free, 3-5 p.m., Calda Auditorium.
Everyday American Idioms Course registration 
deadline, $165 fee, course begins Sept. 20, Continuing 
education. 893^353
Roundtable discussion: "The Role of Women in  
Teaching and Teacher Education" featuring Eileen 
Mann of England, limited seating, Noon-2 p.m., Life Hall 
room 224.
TOEFL/EXCEL Registration, $335 TOEFL fee; $165 EXCEL
fee for 40 hours of instruction or $245 for 60 hours, 7:30-9:30
p.m., College Hall room 107. 893-4353
9-14 Sat. CLEP Workshop, Fee: $4 per session, 10a.rn.-l
p.m., College Hall room 121.893-4431
9-16 Mon. Career Services sem inar interviewing, free, 1-
2:30 p.m., Student Center room 417.
9-17 Tues. Career Services sem inar choosing a major, 
free, 11-noon, Student Center Annex room 106.
Career Services seminar: resume writing, free, 2-3:30 
p.m., Student Center room 417.
Study Skills M ini-Sem inar organizing your schedule, 
free, Noon-1 ^ 0 p.m., College Tutorial Center, Building E. 
Call the Advertising and Tutorial Center to register 893- 
5425.
9-18 Wed. Guest Lecturer Shirley Matthew, Baroque 
art and music, free, Noon, McEachem Recital Hall.
9-19 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: Glenn Ligon, painter, 
focusing on issues of race, identity, memory and poetry, 
free, 3-5 p.m., Calda Auditorium.
Events are subject to change without notice. 
Calendar events are due In The Montdarlon by 4 p.m. T u t
Mon. Union for Lesbian Gay & Bisexual Concerns 
Meeting, 3 p.m.- 5 p.m., Student Center 418.
Wed. Conservation Club Meeting, 3 p.m., Student 
Center Cafeteria C.
Thu. Class One Concerts Meeting, 4 p.m., Student 
Center Cafeteria C.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting, 7:30 p.m. 
Student Center 411.
Public Telescope Night, 8-9 p.m., in front of 
Richardson Hall, cancelled if weather is cold, cloudy or 
windy. Contact Dr. Mary Lou West 893-4166. '
Sun. Mass, 11a.m., Kops Lounge 
Mass, 7 p.m., Newman Center.
9-15 Sun. Gallery One: Last day to see Eric Weiner, paintings 
and drawings, free, 1-5 p.m., Life Hall Annex, second floor.
9-17 through 9-22 Spoon River Anthology by Edgar Lee 
Masters. Conceived, adapted and arranged by Charles 
Aidman, $2 students, $3 senior citizens, $4 standard, 8 p.m., 
2 p.m. matinee on 9-22, Studio Theatre. Box Office 893- 
5112.
9-13 through 9-15 Players presents The Foreigner, a 
comedy written by Larry Shue and directed by M elissa 
Bentley, $2 donation requested, 8 p.m. on 9-13 and 14,2 
p.m. on 9-14 and 15. Student Center Annex room 126.
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Class One organizations’ budget appropriations
Every undergraduate at MSC pays three 
dollars a credit toward SGA fees. A full-time 
undergraduate will pay no more than $45 for 
a grand total of about $560,000. These fees 
are distributed to Class One Organizations 
and the SGA. Class One organizations are 
open to all students and provide program­
ming and cultural events for the entire student 
body.
On these two pages are the organizations, 
the amount of money they are allocated and 
how the organization intends to use the money. 
Also, there is a brief description of each 
organization from the College catalog.
All of the organizations have been allot­
ted the amount of money shown on the charts. 
They have been reprinted from last year as 
some of the figures that were printed were
incorrect
Quarterly 
HRO
The Montclarion 
WMSC
Players
The Conservation Club
/
C1C gives the College community op­
portunities toenjoy on-campus concerts by 
various popular groups and artists. Mem­
bers learn all phases of concert production, 
and to expand the awareness of profes­
sional music presentation.
Ctass One Concerts
Concert line 
Agency fee line 
Banquet line 
Conference line 
Hospitality line 
Office expense 
Postage
Professional Services 
Publicity
Rental Equipment 
Security
Sound and Lights
Telephone
Tickets
New Student Orientation
Total
32.000
5.000 
500 
1370
3.000 
600 
260 
1300 
2320  
6300  
1300 
14300 
900 
400 
230
$71,980
CLUB
C1C
Breakdown of $579,412 SGA appropriates to Class I Organizations and themselves.
College Life Union Board
CLUB coordinates social, cultural and 
recreational student programs. Movies, trips, 
parties and other activities are planned each 
semester. Annual CLUB events include Win­
ter and Spring Balls and Spring Day.
Banquet 500
Cinema 10,900
Comedy 11,700
Conference 2350
Entertainment 3300
Historian 150
Holiday/adventure 130
Security 400
Lectures 10,600
Homecoming 12300
Postage 200
Spring Week 13,000
Professional Services 1400
Orientation 825
Publicity 500
Recruitment/Retent. 100
Winter Ball 7300
Spring Ball 6300
Showcase MOO
Office Expense 400
Telephone 1100
Trips 3.000
Total $88,555
D L  d.on±zru ja t io n  CCilÍj
The Conservation Club is MSC's new­
est Class One Organization. Their purpose 
is to serve as an educational tool for students 
who wish to learn more about conservation 
and environmental issues.
Banquet 200
Earth Day/Week 1,600
Environmental Library 400
Environmental Trips 3,600
Office Expense 200
Postage 75
Publicity 1,350
Lectures 800
Earth Care 200
Telephone 350
Weekend Workshop 800
Equipment 450
Conference 600
Total $10,625
LA CAMPANA
The college yearbook La Campana is a 
yearly reflection of campus activities and 
concerns through the media of artwork, 
prose, poetry and photography. Students 
interested in photography and the graphic 
arts are encouraged to join.
Banquet
Conference
Mailing
Office Supplies 
Photo Supplies 
Postage 
Publicity 
Publishing 
Telephone 
Proof Correction 
Photo Repairs
Total
300
2,200
5.100 
574 
475 
400 
750 
40,000 
650
1.100
400
$51,949
M o1 :  ^  ~  -V
*
HRO serves students with training sessions 
in group dynamics and psychological devel­
opment. An HRO weekend is held twice a 
year at a normal camp site for normal cost. 
HRO also sponsors on-campus seminars and 
group interaction during spring and fall se­
mester.
N e o n a te  f ë e i a t c M t t
Telephone 
Off. Supplies 
Programming 
Workshops 
'The Weekend' 
Publicity
Resource Center 
Banquet 
New student 
orientation 
Campus 
leadership 
fund
Total
450
325
2.300
8,250
1,100
400
300
350
525
$13,475
V  .4*
Ml."
L a t i n  A m e r i c a n  
S t u d e n t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
LASO promotes awareness of Hispanic 
culture. This is achieved through informative 
educational and social programs which pro­
mote an appreciation for an understanding of 
the culture. Each fall, "Latin Month" is planned 
to provide an opportunity to see and sample 
the music, art and cuisine of the Latin Ameri­
can Culture.
Banquet 500
Conference 500
Office Expense 250
Hispanic Ed. Comm. 100
Orientation 200
Art Exhibit 350
Latin Month 10,150
Hispanic Music 5,500
Transportation 45
Cafe Teatro 125
Postage 150
Telephone 500
Lectures 1,050
Publicity 1/400
Security 550
Historian 200
Total $21,570
Organization o f  Students for African Unity
The programming efforts of OSAU are 
directed to meet the needs of minority stu­
dents on campus and to expose non-minor­
ity students to the minority experience. The 
events are quite diversified and aimed at 
fulfilling the cultural, social and educational 
needs of our students.
Banquet 500
Black Hist. Month 11,325
Choir 7,000
Conferences 2,500
Dance troupe 900
Harvest ball 1,725
Wtabu 300
Kotor Explosion 2.200
Kwanza 5,800
Newsletter 700
Office Expenses 250
Orientation 200
Paul Robeson 3/400
Postage 100
Publicity 1,000
Security 600
Telephone 600
Transportation 50
Drama 600
Professional
services 250
Total $40,000
Quarterly, the literary and art magazine, 
also called the Four Walls seeks original 
material for publication each semester. It 
offers students a chance to express and share 
their individuality with the College commu­
nity.
Quarterly
Conference 500
Office Supplies 200
Telephone 400
Publicity 1,000
Publishing 10,750
Banquet 300
Competitions 200
Total $13,350
SILC provides students with an oppor­
tunity to become involved in intramural 
sports, recreation and leisure activities. The 
day-to-day programming offered by SILC 
includes leagues for men and women in 
football, basketball, softball, volleyball, 
tennis and bowling. It also sponsors bad­
minton, water polo and pinochle and spe­
cial activities such as trips to professional 
sporting events and a night of roller skat­
ing.
Student Intramural 
Leisure Council
Aerobics 432T-shirts 1,700Awards 800Bowling 280Contractual Staff 7.280Conferences 2,900Telephone 550Equipment 2,896Extramurals 400First Aid 425Handbook 400Office Expense 140One day events 1,100Publicity 1.200Sporting events 1.000
Total $21,503
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The weekly student newspaper keeps 
the College community abreast of campus 
news, local events and happenings at other 
colleges. Members gain journalistic expe­
rience in news, features and sports writing, 
as well as copy editing, layout, typesetting, 
photojournalism, circulation and advertis­
ing. All undergraduate staff positions.
Banquet 
Conference 
Hospitality 
Office Supplies 
Photo Supplies 
Postage
Prlnting/Publlshing 
Prod. Supply 
Telephone 
Salaries & Services 
Student Orientation 
Training
Total
500
2,900
1,000
900
1.200
400
7.000
1.000 
1700 
800 
100 
1000
$18,500
Players is an organization which offers 
the students the opportunity to participate in 
every phase of play production. Full-scale 
shows are presented each year. Players also 
sponsors theatre trips to New York City and 
presents workshops by guest artists.
Conference 800
Construction 900
Costumes 500
Lights 2,500
Office Expense 60
Postage 40
Professional Services 1,250
Props 750
Publicity 2,000
Rents/Royalties 1,100
Sound 300
Cabaret 200
Telephone 400
Electrician 1,000
New Stud. Orient. 150
Total $11,950
All undergraduates are members of the 
Student Government Association. The SGA 
provides legal aid, Drop-In Center, phar­
macy program and other services through 
fees paid by all full-time and part-time 
undergraduates.
The legislative branch is composed of 
student representatives from each school 
and academic department. The executive 
branch consists of the president, vice presi­
dent, treasurer and secretary.
Student Government 
Association
Banquet/Gifts 2.300
Conference 3,000
Elections 500
Insurance 6,000
Leadership Conference 4,000
Legal Aid 17,000
Legislative Expense 600
Office Expense 10.000
Payroll 70.000
Pharmacy 11.000
Professional Fees 10,000
Public Relations 6,500
Senior Committee 14,500
Service Contracts 4.000
Telephone 5,000
Transportation 100
Officers expense 400
Drop-In Center 8,624
Total $173,524
WMSC, "the sound choice," is the Col­
lege radio station run by students. It broadcasts 
at northeastern New Jersey seven days a 
week, featuring a wide selection of music and 
entertainment programming, news and spe­
cials. WMSC provides experience for students 
interested in learning radio production and 
management, newscasting and disc jockey­
ing.
W M SC-101.5 FM
News and Public Affairs 5,053Banquet 300Telephone 2,550Transmission 6,000Records ,8c Tapes 1,100Resource Materials 900
Public Relations 1,100Office Supplies 450Equipment 1.900Printing (New) 375Conference 800Postage 400
Total $20,928
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The Apple 
Style Writer* 
is an ink-jet 
printer that 
delivers laser 
quality print­
ing (.id) dots 
per inch) It s 
not much 
larger than 
an aterage 
textbook, 
and it weighs 
only Jive 
pounds
howtosave
m o n e y  o n
M a c in to s h
" I
I 1 _ J
e’s the deal: We’ve 
1 some of the most 
apular Apple® Macintosh® 
iputers with some of 
r  the most popular Apple 
|  printers. Buy one of these 
|  combinations, and save big 
I  bucks. Got it? Good. Now 
| get going. This olfer is avail­
able only for a limited time. 
See your authorized Apple 
, campus reseller today for 
details.
And discover the 
power of Macin- m 
tosh. The power 
to be your best?6
For further information visit 
The College Store
Lower Level - Student Center Building
©  1991 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter. Macintosh. StyleWriter. and The power to be your best are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc
Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc
M acintosh Classic
Saw  when you  buy an  
affordable Macintosh 
Classic* computer 
with either an  Apple 
StyleWriter or an Apple 
Personal LaserWriterA 
IS  printer.'
Apple StyleWriter Apple Persona! LaserWriter IS
M acintosh LC
Save even more when 
you buy a Macintosh 
LC computer— our 
most affordable color 
system— with either an  
Apple StyleWriter or an  
Apple Personal Laser­
Writer IS  printer.”
Mwft
IÉË
*..... i
Apple StyleWriter Apple Personal LaserWriter IS
M acintosh lisi
Sate the most when 
you buy a hi^h-perfor- 
mance Macintosh llsi 
computer with either 
an Apple Personal 
LaserWriter LS or an  
Apply Personal Laser­
Writer NT printer "
lÉM ffififìì^ I l i  liti
Apple Personal LaserWnter IS Apple Personal LaserWriter .NT
‘Offer applies only to a Macintosh Classic with a built-in hard disk 
“ Monitor sold separately
KELL
ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Please call Major Smith 
at 763-3078
AMt* Oil
Build your self-confidence in. this exciting 
Army ROTC elective. We’ll get you out of the 
classroom and into adventure.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores 
without obligation. Class size is limited so
register today.
wsaaorq tiens33 icnonfin lunsoncanew u s usa i ' .jiao gau.-jaai rati aveu
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New phone system for residents
ByMaureen McGowan
Correspondent
Students will save approximately 35- 
40% on overall phone bills because of the 
new phone system that has been installed in 
Residence Life. The new phone system is 
the AT&T College and University Service 
(ACUS).
Ed Buscavage of Information Services 
assisted in the selection of the service. 
Buscavage said he chose ACUS due to its 
com patibility with the college 
administration’s existing phone system. The 
system works on the principle, “the more 
calls made, the bigger the savings,’’ 
Buscavage said.
Initially, the college spent $878,000 to 
convert the old switches, wiring and com­
puters in the telephone room for the 
administration's new phone system. The 
additional cost for the student’s system is as 
of yet undetermined, according to M. Lynn 
Truesdell, assistant vice president of infor­
mation services, and depends upon the dis­
counts received from the volume of calls 
made. A more accurate figure will be avail­
able when the second billing cycle ends in 
November.
The new system for the administration 
was completed back in February, and work 
on the students' system began the day after. 
Since then over 2,000 student phones have 
been installed on campus.
“We are not out to make a profit off the 
students using this system,” said Buscavage.
Resignation from p. 1
of students at MSC. she was promoted to 
vice president oi student affairs in 1982.
7 came Here before Blanton Hall was 
r>uilt,” she said, listing the repeal of the 25- 
mile radius restriction as one of her accom­
plishments. “Any student living within that 
adius could not live on campus, which I felt 
was unfair. Changing that changed the am­
biance and community life in the residence 
nails. It provided an opportunity for students 
who had to be away from home.”
She was originally “scared of the au­
tonomy” that the SGA has on campus, but 
leels that this is the best way for students to 
be in charge of their own development. 
‘They ’ve causedme some nervous moments. 
They have a lot more control over finances 
than at other colleges.”
SGA President Anthony Susco said that 
although he hadn’t been officially informed 
ol the move, he had spoken with Armstrong 
before the announcement. “It’s what she 
wants to do, so I’m happy for her, but it’s a 
loss for the students because of the energy 
that she’s put into her position. She’s done a 
lot to protect student rights on campus and 
support their actions.”
Dr. James Nash, English Department 
chairperson, said that the department had 
not had a formal meeting to discuss the 
appointment, but personally, he’d love to 
have her teaching here. “Jean’s a wonderful
All discounts received by the college will be 
passed onto the residents however the dis­
counts are determined by the volume of calls 
made so savings will vary. “A call that may 
cost $1 one month, may only cost $.60 the 
next,” said Buscavage, “therefore students 
should be prepared for some fluctuation in 
their bills.”
Overall savings should be looked at in 
terms of the money students are saving in 
comparison to New Jersey Bell’s plan. With 
New Jersey Bell students must pay $95 
deposit (refunded when service is termi­
nated), a $42 installation fee, a monthly fee 
of almost $14, any additional fees and the 
cost incurred by purchasing a phone, 
Buscavage said.
Students are free to switch back to New 
Jersey Bell if they wish, but Buscavage asks 
that they “give ACUS a try for at least a 
month.” If students do decide to switch, they 
are asked to keep the ACUS phone, free of 
charge, as an emergency phone, due to the 
fact that Campus police and campus facili­
ties can be reached more easily.
Upon moving into the dorms, students 
received a seven digit Personal Security 
Code (PSC). This code allows them to make 
calls from any phone on campus and be 
billed directly. This should alleviate any 
problems that can arise when several people 
use one phone and receive a single bill.
ACUS gives each student a credit limit 
of $100 in order to help users manage then- 
expenses better. If a user reaches his or her 
limit, ACUS temporarily deactivates their
teacher. She’s taught for us for a number of 
years and there’s no question that she’s 
more than qualified,” he said.
However, he was somewhat concerned 
over the timing. ‘I want the appointment to 
be done tn the appropriate way. Affirmative 
action issues or contractual issues that have 
been raised should be resolved properly,” he 
said.
Dr. Rhoda Unger, director of the honors 
program, also expressed confidence in 
Armstrong’s abilities. “She’s an excellent 
teacher who has taught for us in the past. I 
would be delighted to have her,” she said.
Dean of Students Edward Martin said 
that he would be meeting with President 
Reid in the near future to provide him with 
some input on selecting Armstrong’s re­
placement. “The situation has arisen so 
quickly that no one has any plans in place,” 
he said.
He added that he received the announce­
ment with mixed feelings. “I ’m saddened to 
lose a colleague with whom I ’ve worked 
closely over the years, but I ’m delighted that 
she has the opportunity to return to her first 
love —  teaching.”
Aside from the memo to the college on 
Friday, Reid was unavailable for comment. 
He directed all questions to Lynde, who said 
that Armstrong’s position should be filled 
permanently by next July.
“W e’re trying to identify someone inter­
nally to fill the position temporarily. A full 
replacement would go through a regular, 
national search process,” he said.
PSC until the balance has been paid.
According to Michael Hammes, a ser­
vice representative for ACUS, students with 
deactivated PSC’s will still be able to re­
ceive calls but only make calls to on-campus 
extensions, ACUS operators and 800 num­
bers.
In order for students to keep track of 
their balances, ACUS offers Student Ac­
count Manager (SAM) which is available 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week.
“SAM has multiple purposes,” Hammes 
said. “It is a quicker and effective way to 
check on your balance and payment infor­
mation.” According to Hammes, ACUS is 
looking into placing calling rate informa­
tion on SAM.
Buscavage and Hammes both said that 
there had been some unforeseen problems 
during the first week of operation. Hammes 
said, “The number of phone lines was not 
capable of handling the anticipated number 
of calls.”
According to Buscavage, as of last 
Thursday more phone circuits have been 
added in order to accommodate the number 
of calls being made and received by students 
and 17 more circuits will be added on Sep­
tember 16. Also, call-waiting was added 
sooner than expected because of the de­
mand for it.
Although more phone lines have been 
added, students still have a problem with the 
new system. "The biggest problem with the 
phones are all those busy signals," Robert 
Hilliard, a senior and resident of Blanton
Hall, said. "There seem to be no lines free on 
campus. The biggest problems occur during 
the prime time hours starting at 6p.m. You’re 
not able to get a call through until after 11."
Jeff Orzolek another senior and resident 
of Blanton Hall, said, "The system has it's 
good points, like the convenience of on- 
campus calling. The problem is that if you 
want to call a local number, you have to dial 
15 digits, and if you want to make a long­
distance call, it's 19 digits."
In the future, Buscavage hopes to be able 
to add several other options to the system, 
such as voice mail, three-way conference 
call, auto call, call forwarding, and call hold. 
These options require new hardware and/or 
changes in existing software, so it is un­
known when they will be offered or at what 
additional cost. Buscavage said he hopes to 
be able to offer them by the spring semester.
Buscavage also said that the $7 a month 
service fee, which pays for maintenance of 
the phones, wires and circuits, will be recon­
sidered after two months.
“There is a possibility that the fee could 
decrease, but I guarantee it will not go up,” 
Buscavage said. The service fee for Septem­
ber, should be less than $7 due to the incon­
venience caused by the problems with the 
lines during the first week.
Buscavage invites students to voice their 
opinions about the system and said, “If  there 
are any other questions or suggestions, I ’m 
free to hear them.’’ Buscavage can be reached 
at extension 4107.
Campus Profile:
Dr. Jean Armstrong
Vice President for Student Affairs 
and Campus Life
DOB: Sep*. 17.1933 
Education:
Mary Washington College o f The University o f Virginia, 
B.A., English -1954
University o f North Carolina a t Chapel Hill, .
M.A., English ~ 1956 j
New York University, Ph. D., English — 1968.
Employment:
1961-1966 —Vassar College faculty 
1968-1980 —Rutgers University professor, Assistant Dean 
of Students, Associate Dean of Students.
1980-1982 -  MSC Dean o f Students 
1982-1990 -  MSC Vice President fo r Student Affairs 
1990 -  Title changed to  include Campus Life
Personal:
Dr, Armstrong enjoys poetry, photography, swimming 
and sports,
_______J H . *. a t»
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S E N IO R  C O M M IT T E E
SENIOR
BASH
H e l p
PARTY
CRUISE
GRADUATION 
DAY
AND MUCH, MUCH MOREII
SENIOR
NIGHT
° u r
u *
m g  is:
Monday, September 16 
at 3pm
in Rm. 1 T2  o f the 
Student Center Annex
For more information, or if you are unable to attend the meeting, contact Maggie or Leigh Ann in the SGA office at x4202.
Retail I
Full and Part-time
• S a l e s  A s s o c i a t e s  
E x p e r i e n c e d  C a s h i e r s
AFFY'S....
^finitely
IFFERENT!
Ooeiu
D A FFY'S, the store name synonymous with off-price retail 
designer apparel, is currently seeking full and part-time 
Sales Associates and experienced càshiers.
The "difference" begins with a better benefits package—
NOT ONLY for full time Associates, but many benefits that 
are shared by BO TH  F U L L  AND PA RT T IM E  EM P LO Y EES .
Competitive salaries, company paid medical and dental,
401 (K) plan, vacation, storewide discounts, paid holidays, 
paid holidays on your birthday and date of hire anniversary.
Right now we have immediate openings for F U L L  & PART- 
T IM E  Sales Associates for all sorts of time schedules; DAY,
EVENING  or W EEK EN D . '[
So whether you're a S TU D EN T, or a R E T U R N E E  coming back to the w orkforce-DAFFY'S  
could make a "D IF FE R E N C E " in your life!
Come Moot With Lis
Monday, September 1 6 ,10am-3pm 6r Tuesday, September 17, 3-8pm 
or call the store at 201-785-3355 
Wayne Towne Center, Wayne
DAFFY’S
, Equal Opportunity Employer M /F .
F*-------------- ---------------------- \ l
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BEFORE TRUSTING TOUR FUTURE 
TO ANY COMPANY ASK FOR 
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
You put knore than just your savings into a retirement company. You put 
in your trust and hopes for the future, 
too. So before you choose one, ask some 
questions. How stable is the company? 
How solid are its investments? How sound 
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers 
is in the ratings of independent analysts. 
Three companies, all widely recognized 
resources for finding out how strong a 
financial services company really is, gave 
TIAA their ,top grade.
IN TH E FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA 
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
TIAA received A + from A.M. Best Co.. 
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa 
from Moody's Investors Service. These 
ratings reflect TIAA’s reliable claims-paying 
ability, exceptional financial strength, 
superior investment performance, and low 
expenses. With its guaranteed rate ol return 
and opportunity for dividends. TIAA is 
one of less than ten companies, out of
2,200 nationwide, that received these 
highest marks.
CREF. FO U R M O RE LETTERS 
EV ER Y O N E SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversi­
fication. there’s the CREF variable annuity 
with four different investment accounts to 
give you the flexibility you want as you 
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the 
nation's largest private retirement system, 
with over S95 billion in assets and more 
than 70 years of experience serving the 
education community. For over one million 
people nationwide, the only letters to 
remember are TIAA-CREF.
I f
SEN D  NOW FO R A  FREE 
RETIREM EN T INVESTMENT KIT,
inc lud ing  a Sprout!Report on T IA A  investments.
M a il th i*  coupon Co: T IAA-C R EF. D ept. Q C .
“ 30 T h ird  Avenue. N ew  Y ork, N Y  I00I7. O r  call 
I 800-842-2733. E xt. 8016.
Same (Pleate print)________________________
i
rtioo.¡UBOY CJ /.-! nr npiiplqrr Ensuring the future
for those who shape it?
tV/y Stott '/op CorV
J i .iA -C R h t  /'ariu ysin .
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New I-Cards bring convenience and savings
By Karl Lomberk
Assignments Editor___________________
When the new freshmen and transfer 
students came to MSC, this year they re­
ceived something new — the I-Card. The I- 
Card has been developed by Residence Life 
to make campus life more convenient while 
also saving the administration money.
This new card replaces both the dining 
cards and the identification cards that all 
students, faculty and staff need to utilize the 
library. However, the new card is not re­
stricted to those functions.
“It’s not an I.D. card, because it’s more 
than that, and it’s not a dining card. I t’smore 
than that,” said Kevin Rakowsky, the assis­
tant director of Residence Life. “The ulti­
mate goal is to have one card to do every­
thing.”
The I-Card serves as an account card for 
the Free Flow Plus program. Free Flow Plus 
is a declining account system which works 
like a credit card. You put your money into 
your account and your purchase is automati­
cally deducted from it at the register.
Students, faculty and staff can use their 
Free Flow Plus account anytime in the 
Student Center Food Court, Pete’s Arena 
and the Blanton and Freeman dining halls. 
According to Rakowsky, there are plans to 
expand the Free Flow Plus program to in­
clude the College Bookstore, the Conve­
nience Store, a centralized box office, where 
tickets to most college functions would be 
available, and other things like copy ma­
chines.
Construction from p. 1
Contingency plans to expand lot 28 into 
lower level of lot 27 as well as expanding 
lots 24 and 22 will be used if a problem does 
arise, Stepnowskisaid. “I ’m concerned about 
the number of cars belonging to residents on 
campus. The number is threatening,” he 
said.
There are no restrictions within the resi­
dence hall program which prohibits resi­
dents from parking. The residents account 
for 25 percent of parking, the total allowance 
of which reaches 4000 spots on campus, 
Stepnowski said.
“It’s a sensitive question because resi­
dents on campus mostly need to have a car 
to get to work,” he said. “However, this can 
interfere with daytime commuters.”
To accommodate students to the rerout­
ing of traffic and parking spaces lost, the 
campus shuttle bus system plans to add one 
full-size bus to the new routes, said Kiki 
Williams, director of office services.
The cost of the entire series of con­
struction- estimated at a total of $16.5 
million— is funded by the Jobs Education 
and Competitiveness ( JEC) Bond Act. JEC 
funds come from the state and college re­
sources on which the taxpayers voted, said 
Jerry Quinn, director of facility planning.
A $75,281 student parking lot has been 
constructed north of Blanton Hall by Tilcon 
Construction, allowing 115 cars to park,
! . • VU i l \
“Parents may find the Free Flow Plus 
account appealing as well because the money 
in the account could only be used for things 
at the college,” Rakowsky said, thus elimi­
nating parents worrying about sending cash 
or blank checks.
The new I-Cards 
are also being used to 
control access to re­
served lots. In the past, 
separate gate cards 
were issued to faculty 
and staff so they could 
access reserved park­
ing lots. These gate 
cards “became anti­
quated because there 
were so many out 
there ,” Rakowsky 
said. Faculty or staff 
members that left the 
college would pass on 
their gate cards to 
those who would not 
normally have access 
to the reserved lots, 
which caused parking 
problems.
The I-Card allows “better control over 
fraudulent cards, because you delete info on 
a computer,” Rakowsky said. When a mem­
ber of the staff or faculty leaves the college, 
their social security number, as well as their 
access for reserved lots, is deleted from the 
system, rendering their card useless.
Another benefit of the I-Card is that they 
are ready in as little as ten minutes, where
Quinn said. Fifty spots were also added 
when the basketball courts near the field 
house were relocated.
Projects due to be completed by Oct. 1, 
1991 are the road relocation which has caused 
the closing off of College Avenue (done by 
Barone Construction, costing $273,000) and 
the changes to all automatic parking gates 
for faculty lots.
The new gates cost $91,000 under E.P. 
Reid contractor and will require new photo 
ID cards to enter and exit faculty lots. “The 
decision for this project was a decision of 
the college administration. People without 
faculty parking stickers were using the exit 
to enter the faculty lots,” Quinn said.
The access road costing $813,000 from 
Valley Road to the north parking lots will be 
completed by Dec. 1, and its contractor is 
Joseph Maio and Sons.
“Contract completion dates are usually 
met; however, sometimes there is a slip­
page,” Quinn said. He said that the contrac­
tors are given a strong incentive to finish on 
time because if not they are responsible for 
liquidated damages.
On Friday, a bid to enlarge the south side 
of Sprague Library 40,000 square feet (es­
timated by Quinn at $5 million) was received 
and will begin this fall. Its completion is 
estimated to be in two years.
Bids are due by October 1 for the $10- 
million project for the new academic build­
ing on lot 13 and which is also slated for 
completion in two years- ’ , 'r  i , L5iimn aril %nnutna frjj-JjiJuii j
the old I.D. cards had to be sent out to be 
embossed and weren’t ready for two weeks. 
This was also very inconvenient when a 
student lost their I.D. card. If an I-Card is 
lost it can be immediately replaced; how­
ever, there is a replacement fee of $10.
The administration also benefits from 
the I-Card. The old I.D. cards cost about 
$20,000 a year for the students, staff and 
faculty, but the I-Card should cost “less than 
$10,000for the whole nine yards,” Rakowsky 
said. "The money saved can be possibly put 
into other programs."
Dean of Students Edward Martin was 
pleased with the savings. “For about half the
price of our original card, we now have a 
card that’s up to ten times as efficient,” he 
said.
However, some students have experi­
enced problems with the card. During the 
first week of school, desk assistants at the 
residence halls were told 
not to accept the cards as 
identification because of 
the money value at­
tached to them.
For some students, 
such as freshman Jessica 
Geller, the I-Card was 
their only form of iden­
tification. “If they’re 
going to issue meal cards 
and I.D. cards as one 
card, they should be ac­
cepted without a big 
hassle ,” she said. 
Rakowsky and Martin 
both said that this prob­
lem should be cleared 
up.
As part of a three- 
year phase to make the 
old meal and I.D. cards obsolete, all new 
students as well as those returning students 
wishing to open a Free Flow Plus account 
will receive I-Cards. Any interested stu­
dents should go to the Dining Card Office in 
Bohn Hall.
All of the old meal cards and blue I.D. 
cards still work, however, and cannot be 
replaced without the $10 fee.
Grievance from p. 1
though Armstrong would become a full 
professor in the department in the fall, she 
would not be included in counts of the 
department’s full professors or tenured 
faculty and would teach for three years. 
The union’s position, he said, was that 
there is no such thing as a three-year non­
tenure track full-time faculty position in 
their contract, and that the appointment 
was also made without a search and there­
fore violates affirmative action guidelines.
Nash said that Becker suggested that 
there might be other ways to appoint 
Armstrong to a teaching position, perhaps 
as a Visiting Specialist
Armstrong said that no personal griev­
ance had been filed against her. She added
that she hadn’t seen the document itself, 
and didn’t know much about it.
Provost and Vice President for Aca­
demic Affairs Richard Lynde said that he 
was aware of the action filed by the teach­
ers’ union. “I saw it in writing on Monday 
morning,” he said. “They’ve alleged that 
standard search procedures weren’t fol­
lowed. There’s a great deal of language 
that they believe has been violated, but 
that’s their perspective.”
Lynde added that the grievance was in 
no way connected with the recent campus 
hiring freeze, which he said is primarily 
directed at people other than the professor­
ate. “This fall, there were 12 or 13 faculty 
lines which were unable to fill because of 
budget cuts,” he said. “However, monies 
are being maintained, and these positions 
should be filled for next year.”
Short-handed from p. 3
ing at such a low level of staff that manag­
ers and associate managers are required to 
complete clerical and menial tasks them­
selves.
Where normally his department would 
be able to fill vacancies with students, 
Krupa said, this year is different. The re­
duced funding in the College Work Study 
program has limited the number of stu­
dents available for hire.
Krupa said that his department is con­
centrating more on things needed to keep 
the Student Center open — general mainte-
nance, removing trash and cleaning the 
bathrooms. "The manpower is just not 
available to help organizations in the same 
capacity as in the past," he said. He asked 
that organizations give more attention to 
letting his department know what they 
need. “After all, it’s not like a fairy tale 
where the elves come out at night and it’s 
done,” he said.
“People have to understand that we 
are going to do our best to provide the 
service they've come to expect, but the 
economical situationrequires that we have 
to prioritize our requests,” he said.
. f.V-.T - - " ti. u .  ■■■i .-i .  . v i.
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IT'S TIME!!
If you are interested in developing valuable 
interpersonal, counseling, information man­
agement, publicity and organizational skills 
and would like to help others while building 
your own resume and future...
The DROP-IN CENTER
is now accepting applications for its Fall
1991 training session!
Drop in or call us now. 
Application deadline is Sept. 20
8 9 3 - 5 2 7 1
A service of the SGA
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More barking about parking
By Joanne Nilo
Correspondent
Annette Giancaspro must leave her 
home in Carlstadt, which is twenty minutes 
from campus, two hours earlier to find park­
ing for her 11 a.m. class. Giancaspro, a 
freshman mathematics student, voiced what 
other commuters are crying everywhere 
about the parking situation. “It's a disaster! 
It takes forever to park. I was 10 minutes late 
the first day, so now I get to campus at nine 
o’clock.”
Campus parking has been a sore subject 
among students at MSC for a long, long, 
long time. Now it has worsened, so much 
that the Human Relations Organization is 
sponsoring a “Parking Dilemma Workshop” 
next Wednesday night in the Student Center 
Ballrooms. But until then, students must 
suffer.
“It’s a mess!” said Cathy Martin, a se­
nior English major who, after circling the 
lots for what seemed like hours, ended up 
following students to their cars for parking 
this past week. So, too, did many others.
“When I saw the parking situation, I was 
in a state of shock,” said Kathie Chao, also 
a senior majoring in English. On certain 
days, Chao must enter andexit campus three 
times to go from home to class to work to 
class to home, which is in West New York, 
N.J. “It takes me longer to park than it does 
to drive home. Why couldn’t this construc­
tion have begun in May?”
Chao must leave her home one hour 
earlier than normal to get to class on time. 
And so far she has made it to class on time. 
Others haven’t been so fortunate, especially 
freshmen who have never encountered the 
normal parking problems. Michele Fronduto 
is a good example. She had to drive around 
for a half hour before finding a spot in lot 22. 
Not knowing where the shuttle buses stop, 
she hiked all the way to class.
S till others are confused about the shuttle 
schedules. “I have no clue as to where or 
when buses pick up or drop off,”  said Lori 
DeMasi, a senior majoring in Spanish.
“And the map they mailed to us was too 
small and confusing,” added Rosa Lopez, a 
junior in industrial studies, who admitted, “I 
hate it. I ’d rather be a resident than a com­
muter.”
Lopez was late her first day because she 
did not know where to get a shuttle bus, nor 
could she tell from the map. The map, which 
was mailed to all students just prior to the 
start of the semester from Thomas Auch, 
vice president of administration and finance, 
was designed to “help you better understand 
the changes.” Lopez didn't know the names 
or locations of the streets on and around 
campus, so she felt the map was worthless.
The map did not help students like Chao, 
either. Chao felt it failed to accurately por­
tray the detour pattern and new traffic flow.
“Mine was smeared, so I couldn't even 
read it!” Giancaspro added.
It’s going to be a long semester for com­
muters. But some students do look on the 
bright side. “The weather is nice, so right 
now it’s not so bad,” said Melissa Pisko, a 
freshman psychology major, who added,
“Plus, it's good exercise.”
Christian Fatovic, a sophomore unde­
cided, decided to make social use of the 
stressful situation. “Girls pick me up for my 
parking space,” he said.
All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Do you think the new access road is worth $817,000? Compiled by Kim Ford
“No, because the one road doesn't make up 
for the lost space in lot 13. And it looks 
steep! What will happen when it snows?”
Keisha Sherrod
Senior, finance
t ------------------------------
“I believe the money could have gone to 
better living conditions. For them to spend 
that much money and ignore necessities is 
indicative of their ignorance toward stu­
dent needs.”
Todd Wall
Senior, communication
“They have to consider all students -- 
commuters and residents. But if it's needed, 
it's needed.”
Dave Palese
Senior, graphic design
“It’ll be fun to sleigh-ride down!”
Mikey Riedy
Freshman, fashion
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PRICE CLUB*
Coming next week: Columnists Carl and Doug dig up 
news you’ve never noticed...something about water foun­
tains that shoot up your nose.
.  m iv  b u s i n e s s  w i t h  pleasure
Pledge
PHI CHI
b e t a
Having a ball at the bash
The back to school bash attracted many students to different organizations, 
fraternities and clubs last week.
A co-ed
Busine ss Fraterni y
R u s h  T a b l e s .
Student Center
S e p t e m b e r  1 6 - 1 9  a n d  2 3 - 2 6
F  10a m - 2p m
Advertise with the 
Montclarion
NOW HIRING:* Front End Positions ★
★  Supervisors ★  Cashiers ★  Lot Crew *
The nation's leading cash and carry 
company is  expanding on the East Coast
Price Club operates 100,000 square-foot cash and carry warehouses 
which provide quality merchandise and services to its members Our 
growth has created full and part-time positions in the Wayne metro 
area We are currently seeking individuals who en|oy an exciting, fast- 
paced environment.
As Price Club expands throughout major East Coast cities, we are 
able to offer rapid career advancement and relocation opportunities 
to committed, enthusiastic individuals.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR EMPLOYEES WITH:
• CASH REG ISTER EXPERIENCE • GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE
• EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SK ILLS BACKGROUND
WE OFFER:
• Excellent Wages - • Training Programs
S5 85 - S12 37/ Hour • Goal Raises
• Medical Benefits • Excellent Growth Potential -
• Shopping Privileges We Promote From Within
• An Exciting Fast-Paced Work Environment 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE:
Monday-Frlday 9A.M. to 5P.M.; Sat. 10A.M. to 2P.M.
W A Y N E  P R I C E  C L U B
155 Willowbrook Blvd., Second Floor 
Wayne, NJ 07470
Equal Opportunity Employer ■ We re proud ol Our Drug-Free Workplace...!
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Food for thought: 90% appliance free
By J. J. Kuba
Correspondent
This article is especially for freshmen 
dorm dwellers who, by now, are wondering 
how, when and where to eat around here 
after hours. There’s no cooking in the dorm, 
right? Pshaw! Here are some easy to make, 
appliance-free delicious dishes for those 
late night study breaks....
Appliances with open heating sur­
faces are prohibited in student rooms - 
pg. 32 MSC Residence Life Handbook, 
1991-92.
S n a c k  F r o m  H e l lA
You will need:
Ritz crackers 
mustard 
grape jelly 
spoon, knife, 
finger, pen...
To make:
Put it all together: cracker, mustard then jelly and 
make whatever decker that fits appetite and eat. Wash it 
down with...
4.
V.
r r
M i l k  S u b s t i t u t e
You w ill need:
9 Any creamer
• 2 tsp. - 1/4 cup of water (depending on
whether you want skim or whole)
7• glass, bowl, old bottle, shoe...
stirrer, pen, finger
9 To make:
• Mix together.
S ’ '  .1 /
F r e s h - P o p p e d  P o p c o r n
You will need:
popcorn kernels 
large sturdy bowl 
tin foil
blow dryer (preferably 1200 watts)
To make:
Place desired amount of kernels in the bowl. Wrap tin foil snugly to cover 
the top of the bowl. Cut a hole in the foil just large enough to fit the nozzel of 
the blow dryer and also puncture a few smaller holes for ventilation. Turn dryer 
on and sit there for 5 to 10 minutes and voila!
r
A
W r i n k l e - f r e e  G r i l l e d  C h e e s e  
S a n d w i c h
You will need:
cheese
bread
butter or margerine
piece of tin foil big enough for the bread 
clothes iron 
ironing board
To make:
Put the iron on high and let it warm up. Next, place the butter on one side of each piece of bread. Place 
the tin foil on the ironing board. Place the cheese between the two pieces of bread with the butter side 
facing out. Put the now complete, but raw, sandwich on the tin foil and pass the iron over one side of the 
sandwich until it is cooked to satisfaction. Flip (the sandwich, that is) and repeat. Don’t starch.
J  V
Intro to Mac will cover learning about the Macintosh 
Desktop and the Graphical Interface. You’ll actually draw 
a picture and do some elementary word processing.
MS Works is “integrated” software with 4 modules: word 
processing, data base, spread sheet and communications.
In WP, word processing, we will cover editing text, setting 
tabs and altering margins.
FREE 
TRAINING 
ON THE 
MACINTOSH®
R eg ister  for training at either  
R ichardson  Hall— R oom #110 / 893-4194 
Chapin Hall— S econd F loor / 893-4472 
F ir st  com e , fir st  se r v e . L im ited  spa ce .
é .
A u th o r iz e d  D e a le r
Training Sponsored by:
The Computer Pros, Inc. Wayne Tbwne Center Wayne, N J .  07470 (201) 256-7070
Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS Works is a registered trademark ot Microsoft Corporation.
W A N T  T O  B U Y  A  M A C ?
Special Montclair Pricing 
Ask  at The College Store 
Lower level of the Student Center B ldg.
The new Macintosh LC
Color takes on a whole new value with the Macintosh LC* computer. 
Designed to easily expand, the LC includes an 020 Processor Direct 
Slot, which lets you extend the system’s capabilities through expansion 
cards for communication, Apple lie  emulation, graphics and more.
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More and more PhDs across the 
country are recommending Hewlett- 
Packard financial and scientific 
calculators to their students. And 
for some very strong reasons.
“The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable 
has powerful graphics tools that are 
remarkably helpful to students learn­
ing mathematical concepts. And 
with the equation solver feature, it’s 
excellent for applying mathematics 
to engineering;’ according to Dr. 
William Rahmeyer, a professor of civil 
and environmental engineering at 
Utah State University.
“The HP Business Consultant II has 
an equation solver and extensive 
math functions. These free the stu­
dents from computational tedium 
so they can think and interact on a 
higher level;’ says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a 
professor of math education at North 
Carolina State University.
So go check out the HP calculator 
line at your college bookstore or HP 
retailer. You’ll agree, there’s no faster 
relief from the pain of tough problems.
HP calculators. The best for your 
success.
T f i M  H E W L E T T
W W M  P A C K A R D
Rush
Alpha Phi Omega
CO-ED
National Service Fraternity
Do you want to know more?
Come to our
PIZZA PARTY
Tues. Sept 17 
7:30-10pm 
Newman Center
Wed. Sept 18 
8pm-
Rathskellar
Ail are Welcome! !
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C ollege  Life U n i o n  B o a r d
A Class One Organization of SGA
*. *
M e e t i n g s  o n  M o n d a y s  
R o o m  1 1 4  S t u d e n t  C e n t e r
4:00 pm
A ll are w elcom e! G èi in volved !
LECTURES 
CINEMA 
COMEDY 
HOMECOMING 
SPRING WEEK 
ENTERTAINMENT
TRAVEL
.
AND MORE!!
L \ rriM drifts • ■ >.• •: X>• *V  • -v< > ,  • -•
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The parking at MSC has always been a 
problem. Now it has significantly worsened 
due to construction taking away choice 
student parking in lots 13 and 17, and most 
of lot 30. The administration added anew lot 
by Blanton Hall, but more spaces were 
eradicated than created.
So now, with precious few legal spaces 
southwest of Blanton, students can figure on 
walking a lot further that they were used to. 
Many students opt to park off campus, espe­
cially if the bulk of their classes are near 
College Hall. It is yet to be seen if the off- 
campus parking will have any repercussions 
from the town of Upper Montclair.
But the deed is done and we can’t change 
the situation short of an all-out protest/strike, 
but that is unrealistic. What is realistic though 
is a compromise. Author Robert Fulgum is 
right We have already learned the solution 
to this problem in kindergarten —  We can
share.
It is estimated that residents use 25 per­
cent of available spaces. And they often 
occupy the best spaces —the ones commut­
ers drool over, then drive by. The problem 
with this situation is that residents’ cars are 
sedentary, sometimes for four to five days or 
even longer.
So commuters, which comprise the ma­
jority of the student population at MSC, are 
forced to park further away, no matter how 
early they arrive.
What The Montclarion suggests is a 
compromise. Commuters and residents can 
share the available spaces between them in 
a fair manner. The administration could 
designate lots 20,26 and the parking spaces 
on Wes t Quarry Way as no-overnight parking 
lots. Lot 13 banned overnight parking and 
that action opened up the best spaces on 
campus to commuters. If spaces were desig­
nated as no overnight parking, then this 
would free up good spaces to be recycled by 
commuters three to five times a day.
The next two closest lots to campus 
could be designated for residents only. The 
residents' well grounded fears of car theft 
can be eased by extra patrois at night by 
Campus Police. This would be possible be­
cause the cars would be bunched closer 
together.
Yes, we are asking residents to walk a 
little further, but most residents do not make 
as many trips to their cars as commuters do.
With this small sacrifice, we can do the 
right thing and take a step toward a com­
munity.
If you have strong views and wish to 
express them weekly, contact the Edito­
rial Page Editor for a possible weekly or 
bi-weekly opinions column. 893-5169.
The M ontclarion  strives for fairness and accuracy in its news coverage. We 
offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions are important to us. 
Mail your letters-to-the editor and/or corrections to: (4 ^ 0 iio te  of the W
T h e  Montclarion 
d o  Editorial Page Editor
7
None of us students will ever win
Student Center Annex Rm. 113 
Montclair State College 
Upper M ontclair, NJ 07043
or drop it off in our office. Letters must be typewritten. Please include your
it...money talks and students walk.
-Rich Newmark, student com­
menting on parking crisis, (pg. T)
■ ■ a
name, major/title, and telephone number. Letters may be edited for brevity. 
Write us and share your views with the campus. We are here to serve you.
E D I T O
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I O  N
-2 THOUGHTSShape the 
Future
I was about to go to bed when I realized 
that the deadline for submitting editorials to 
The Montclarion was in ten hours.
Short and sweet: WE NEED YOU!!!
Our Legislature has seats available for 
undergraduate students who would like to 
involve themselves in “Shaping The Future” 
here at MSC.
Our student government offers you the 
opportunity to make real decisions over the 
allocation of a $580,000 budget; the char­
tering of organizations; and through par­
ticipation in campus governance, the ability 
to develop and implement changes in cam­
pus policy.
Now how could a person like yourself 
pass up such an opportunity?
You can’t! In fact you are overwhelmed 
by the prospect to serve your fellow students 
and to improve our social, educational, and 
physical welfare.
Hold out no longer^ good students. A 
simple voyage to room 103 of the Student 
Center Annex will lead you to the petition 
that will allow you to join the ranks of the 
Legislature. For obtaining a mere 150 sig­
natures from your fellow students, you will 
set yourself in the position to “Shape The 
Future”. Petitions are due on Friday, Sep­
tember 20th at noon. Offer good while 
supplies last and not available in Alaska or 
Hawaii.
If you have questions about the SGA, 
stop by our office or call 893-4202, or call 
me at home at 384-1570.
Anthony Vito Susco 
SGA President
Give a
This letter is directed towards anyone 
who goes to MSC, has gone to MSC at 
sometime, or just cares 
about their planet.
As many of you know, 
there is a very beautiful 
place on the campus of 
MSC: the amphitheater.
The amphitheater is used 
for many things including 
o rien ta tio n , concerts, 
movies, large and small 
gatherings of friends, and 
lone souls looking for some 
peace and quiet.
As you also know, our 
world is in danger. In this 
“Save the Earth” age where 
people are conscious that 
their actions will affect 
others for generations to 
come, we are trying to make 
a better, cleaner world.
W hat do these tw o 
things have to do with each 
other? Well, if you have 
ever been to the amphithe-
Young people today arc posed with a 
new problem. This new problem is a seem­
ingly hopeless future which stems from the 
state of the world. Not all young people feel 
this way, but many do and have a legitimate 
reason to entertain this notion.
We live in a time when society seems to 
be waging an actual war against the envi­
ronment. The sheer rate of deforestation 
and pollution appears impossible if not 
improbable. It’s said a football field a minute 
is lost in the Amazon. The rate of defores­
tation is even greater in the Pacific North­
west and Alaska.
Oil spills are so common place they 
have to be several hundred thousand gallons 
to grab a headline. Car emissions cause 
acid rain and a haze over most major cities.
Virtually every lake and river in the 
world can’t provide clean drinking water. 
We have even caused a hole in the sky.
Billions of people around the world are 
starving or near it. Meanwhile, the U. S. 
alone produces enough food to feed the 
planet. How long will the hungry watch a 
relatively small number of people live in 
comparative luxury while they scrape for 
their very existence?
The third world is arming itself to the 
teeth. It is suspected that at least six new 
nations will have nuclear weapons by the 
turn of the century. A lot of guns in die 
hands of hungry, discontent people in over- 
populated nations watching the developed 
world, and I use that term loosely, pass 
them by is not a promising formula for 
peace.
On our own doorstep we have AIDS,
by T.S. Lawton
racial hate, the S&L crisis, and countless 
other problems. Our snowballing deficit 
now stands at three trillion dollars barring 
the S&L bailout.
The average standard of living is falling 
because of this. Most homes now need two 
incomes to get by. And the poor? There just 
seems to be more and more of them. Proof 
of this is in the expanding desert we call the 
city.
Most of our problems at home seem to 
be caused by a lack of responsibility and 
morals. Our politicians do nothing because 
they’re too afraid to speak their mind there­
fore not be reelected. So our system is 
stifled.
Each problem on its owncouldeasily be 
tackled. But all of them? Even with a con­
certed effort it would be a near futile task. 
But with a largely disbelieving populace 
which only cares to living as they are, is 
there hope?
Again this leads to the young. Why 
should they stop doing drugs or indulging 
in careless whims? Why should they do 
anything to change things if it seems like 
things never change? So many kids turn to 
self-indulgence, violence or just plain 
hopelessness muddling through life.
There may be a ray of light peering 
through the rubble of our grave. With edu­
cation, we can hope to teach people about 
what’s happening and what we can do. We 
can make people see they have responsi­
bilities beyond themselves. Yet, without 
action, education is worthless.
Blurb
A Weekly Column
by Joseph James and P. William Ross
Did anyone ever notice how much tax 
money is generated for state and federal 
government every time beer is purchased?
Did you ever take notice of how much 
beer you consume during a single semester 
here at school? Well, if you are in a fraternity 
or sorority this figure could be astronomi­
cal. There is a considerable amount of tax 
dollars given to the government. Keep in 
mind thatfratemities and sororities are highly 
recognized by Uncle Sam (I wouldn’t doubt 
that he belonged to one).
The government also recognizes that al­
cohol is highly addictive.
What I ’m proposing is that young people 
are going to college and becoming alcohol­
ics, and the government is making a profit.
This is done in such a way that it is 
acceptable. Drinking a lot without becom­
ing an alcoholic is almost inevitable with no 
choice involved (although a choice was made 
to take this social route through school). 
America’s youth graduate college alcohol­
ics, some for the rest of their lives. Uncle 
Sam sits back and rakes in the cash from the 
sales tax every time an alcoholic buys beer. 
Alcoholics need alcohol — the government 
recognizes this cycle and capitalizes on it.
It’s the American way!
Through high taxes more money is gen­
erated, by keeping a low alcohol content for 
beer more is purchased to produce the in­
tended result. The social system (no doubt 
influenced by the government) ensures that 
each generation will require alcohol, thereby 
ensuring the wealth of the government.
h oot, don 't p o llu te
ater - way up at the top -you may just know beautiful amphitheater, is filled with trash: 
what I ’m  getting at. The amphitheater, the bottles, cans, cartons, paper, broken glass,
etc. And what is at the bottom of the 
amphitheater? Two large trash barrels.
Hmm...what do you use 
trash barrels for? Are they 
there because they are 
pretty and they just add to 
the general beauty of the 
amphitheater? Maybe, but 
that does not really seem 
likely.
Really, it is not a very 
far walk down to the bot­
tom of the amphitheater; 
so, please, please use the 
trash barrels the next time 
you visit the amphitheater. 
Keep it a place where 
people will want to visit to 
have fun, relax, or just hang 
out.
Thank you for caring 
about the future.
Beverly A .M aster son 
Sophomore/Fine Arts 
Major
Start the school year 
off with som ething ^  com pletely different...
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T hursday, S ep t. 1 9 a t  8 :3 0 p m  
in th e  R athsk ellar  
(S tudent C enter, Low er Level)
Interested music, comedy, etc., acts should sign up outside the 
C1C office -  Student Center Annex, Lower Level, Rm. #117.
Class One Concerts is a Class I organization of the SGA, Inc:
MODERN DRUMMER'S FESTIVAL WEEKEND '91
Saturday, September 14 and Sunday, September 15
SATURDAY
WILLIAM KENNEDY
of The Yellowjackets
DEEN CASTRONOVO
of Bad English
BILLY COBHAM
famed Fusion Pioneer
ROY HAYNES
with
his Quartet
legendary Jazz Artist
SUNDAY
CASEY SCHEUERELL
formerly with Jean-Luc Ponty and Kitaro
DAVID GARIBALDI
of Tower of Power fame
TOMMY ALDRIDGE
formerly of Whitesnake,
Ozzy Osbourne, and Pat Travers
CHUCK MORRIS
and
Super Slam
of The Arsenic Hall Show
BEGINNING EACH DAY AT 1:00 PM Memorial Auditorium, Montclair State College 
T IC K ET S: $23 For a single day or $42 for a two-day package  
Cash  only at the box office
C A L L :  ( 2 0 1 )  2 3 9 - 4 1 4 0  for further information
(STUDIO THEATRE 6EDIE6
D epartm ent o f  Broadcasting, (Speech, 
Communication, D ance, and Theatre
presents...
E d g a r  L e e  M a s t e r s  ’
éPOON DIVED ANTHOLOGY
(Septem ber 17,18,19, 20, and 21 a t 8:OOpm 
S ep tem b er 22 a t 2:00pm
STUDIO THEATRE
For moi e  information, call (201) 893-5112
C.L.U.B. PRESENTS THE
O F... '' '
» " ,  f •'% ■ V
' * 1 a H
n.
AL ROMAS
GARY EWING
VIC DI BITETTO
«
f
T hursday, Septem ber
a t 9pm
in th e R ath sk ellar
T  .
* • • ¿  - - V** -
'
■ • eJS’
C L.U B . is a Class I organization o f the SGA, Inc.
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A R T S  & E N T E R T A I N  M E N T
Yes' Union soars, while 
Lavitz' Mood Swing bombs
By Paul Donefsky
Staff Writer
This past summer has produced a block­
buster collection of releases. Out came indus­
try giants like Van Halen, Yes, Metallica, 
Huey Lewis and The News and Foreigner, 
yet, the biggest release of them all -- from 
Guns and Roses — has loudly stayed on the 
horizon. Last week, the release date became 
final as billboards went up at record stores. In 
a week or so, we will see if the double album 
was worth the wait.
For now, though, the most pleasant sur­
prise is that Rush didn’t wait their habitual 12 
months to turn out the follow-up to their 
incredible Presto. Look for “Roll the Bones” 
in next week’s The Montclarion. Oh, and 
about the ratings. The star ratings first (1 to 
5*) and then two numbers: # of good tracks 
to the complete # of tracks.
YES. UNION
After a terrible revival by original mem­
bers Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman and Howe, 
the follow-up sees the foursome at the very 
best of their careers. Anderson’s unique vo­
cals are as impressive as ever, but he should 
also be credited for some of the most innova­
tive vocal arrangements around. Walkman 
again shows why he is the master of key­
boards, and Bruford shows off his vast
knowledge of percussion. People say that 
too muchhack work has eroded Steve Howe’s 
guitar skills. I believe them.
The reason that this is not called ABWH 
is because that the whole Yes family is on 
board. On the other side are the original 
members: bassist Chris Squire, along with 
Trevor Rabin, Tony Kaye and Alan White. 
Thus the title Union .
Trevor Rabin, the classically-trained 
South African guitarist, is still the rising star 
of the Yes saga. When he came aboard in 
1983 for the 90125 LP, he redefined what the 
Yes sound would be. Not only is he the head 
writer, composer and best musician, he also 
has a share of the lead vocals and keyboard 
duties. On songs like “Lift Me Up,” “Saving 
My Heart,” and “Miracle of Life,” his indel­
ible style of melodic riffs and carefully tex­
tured keyboards pull these three songs way 
above anything else on the album. It’s no 
coincidence that the first single, “Lift Me 
Up,” was penned by Rabin.
The album though will go down as the 
best Yes effort to date because of great 
effects from the ABWH ensemble. There are 
so many good tracks among the 14 that it 
seems a waste that few, if any, will be re­
leased. **** (10 of 14)
Please turn to p. 22
A rtist Eric W einer fishes for answ ers
■ ^  wÊÈ3^¥Ék&i:, ..
x m s m Ê
Alumnus Eric Weiner displays his paintings and drawings in an exhibit 
entitled, "Fishing for answers," sponsored by the MSC art galleries. The 
exhibit runs through Sun., Sept. 15, in Gallery One, Life HaU.
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IS PARKING GETTING 
YOU STEAMED?
W hy get mad when you  
can do something else about it?
Come to 
the Parking Dilemma W orkshop 
Wednesday, Sept. 18 at 7 pm  
Student Center - Ballroom C 
sponsored by
Human Relations Organization - a Class I o f the SG A
______ .Ot\\ ,k\iZ  \  U b \3 U it J J
Neal Dougherty's
Record Irreverence
Chicago IX  and the Montclair 
State College TVansit Authority
o  nee again we -
- I, the author and you, 
the ever-patient-and- 
tolerable reader — find 
ourselves dealing with 
a 20-year-oldrecording.
This week, 1 have arbi­
trarily chose to ostensi­
bly write abouiChicago 
IX. Those of you famil­
iar with my writings in 
this venue understand 
that the aforesaid Chi­
cago selection is not all necessarily relevant 
to the content of this soon to be elucidating 
essay. For the returning reader, this misrepre­
sents status quo as only I can. For those 
unfamiliar with my column, understand that 
it is a regular feature in the esteemed 
Montdarion. Perhaps regular was a poor 
word choice, as I certainly do not want to 
suggest that I remotely approach normalcy, 
conform to the norms of society, that this 
column conforms to any literary standard 
practices, or that I am a regular kind of guy. 
Instead let it be better said that my column 
appears frequently in the aforementioned and 
esteemed Montdarion. Also for the informa­
tion of the first-time reader, this column is 
usually irreverent as its by-line indicates, 
generally irreverently humorous, although 
sometimes not.
The band Chicago was originally known 
as The Chicago Transit Authority, much to 
the chagrin of the city of Chicago. Sometime
in the now-seems-so-simplistic-seventies, 
Chicago shortened their excessively-indul- 
gent monikerian mouthful to Chicago, dis­
pensing of any imagined transit connota­
tions.
Has anyone noticed that MSC does not 
tag “and transit authority” onto the end of its 
soon-to-be-offending moniker? Wouldn’t 
MSC and Transit Authority look pretty funny 
contained within its letterheads? Wouldn’t it 
sound hilarious, especially to those privy to 
an institution that hasn’t a clue on how to 
arrange smooth traffic flow? Or transport its 
soon-to-be-soaking-wet student body await­
ing bus transportation (sans shelter) behind 
the Student Center. Students were formally 
afforded shelter while waiting for the buses 
within the alcove allowing entrance to the 
Student Center. This is no longer possible 
due to the new traffic patterns. A one-word, 
adm inistration-oriented summation: 
progress.
Does any­
body really 
know what 
time it is? Ac­
cording to 
Chicago IX, a 
greatest hits 
collection, the 
next pertinent 
and aestheti­
cally pleasing 
question is: 
Does anybody 
really care? While the 1990-1992 MSC Un­
dergraduate Catalog is quite specifically am­
biguous in its attendance requirements, stu­
dents are expected to fulfill all course re­
quirements, and although attendance is not 
always mandatory, it is desirable. It is the 
students’ responsibility to attend at least one 
class meeting of all courses for which he or 
she is enrolled during the first week of the 
class to confirm his or her registration.
The 1990-1992 MSC Undergraduate 
Catalog does not even attempt to address 
tardiness, which is probably quite appropri­
ate, as there are no classroom clocks at MSC. 
Yes, MSC is an institution whose time has 
come and gone — unnoticed. This conve­
niently allows long-winded professors to 
drone on and on into your next class period. 
All you incoming freshmen should get used 
to the suspended animation imitation that is 
the MSC timeless learning experience. What 
MSC lacks in chronometry it makes up for in
access roads. MSC has access roads up the 
wazoo -  no clocks -- but access roads up the 
wazoo. I do not understand the reasoning, nor 
do I understand just why in the hell this 
column is dying here right before our eyes. I 
mean, it was a funny premise: no clocks, 
Chicago IX, and access roads up the wazoo. 
It just isn't going anywhere. I accept that. I 
also take responsibility for this column’s 
demise, promising to do better next time — 
maybe. Welcome to MSC. Read my column. 
Call your Mother.
Y e s  soars cont. from p. 21
LAVTIZ. MOOD SWING
Don’t be fooled into thinking that just 
because Lavitzplayed great on guitaristSteve 
Morse’s album, the former Dreg will do the 
same alone. I certainly didn’t.
This may not be a fair review since I’ve 
only listened to it once. That first time was 
such a horrible experience that I haven’t been 
able to listen to it since. But let me try again.
On the first song, annoying cymbals at- 
tackyou from everywhere. Suddenly you feel 
like you’re in an elevator. Second, third, 
fourth — forget it. If you’re into really forget­
table restaurant background music, this is for 
you. The only good thing is a drum solo at the 
end by former Dreg Rod Morgenstein and 
Danny Gottlieb. 0* (1 of 12)
Announcing the first Class One Concerts 
meeting of the year! We are ready to 
rock in a new ^  semester, 50
Meetings are every Thursday at 4:00pm in Cafeteria C,
starting September 12th.
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In Little Italy, New York City
Y o u r  c h o i c e  o f  
t w o  n i g h t s : *°4r<
Saturday, September 14,
’till 18
or
Student Center:
(ticket booth)
Blanton Hall:
Friday September 20,
8 ’till 1
¡Eg Wednesday, September 11
Wednesday, September 18 ) 10-1 
Thursday, September 19
Friday, September 13 
Thursday, September 19 ) 10-1
Friday, September 20
Note: Tickets can also be purchased on the bus if available.
C.L. U B. is a Class I organization of the S.GA.________
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C la s se s
N O W  F o r m in g  
F o r  F a l l  T ests! G
FREE Diagnostic Testing & Consu
L i v i n g s t o n  • 2 0 1 -5 3 5 - 1 1 0 0
J  -V S?»*:--,
r  '
Sunday, September 22 
J U L IA  R O B E R TS in
M Y S T IC  P I Z Z A
6:30 <& 9:00 pm
Sunday, September 29 
M EL G IB S O N  in
M A D  M A X  ,,opm
RO BERT D e N IR O  & 
JO D IE  FO STER  in
T A X I  D R IV E R  «
Sunday, October 6
S T A R  I S  B O R N
[A D M IS S IO N , C A LC IA  A U D ITO R IU M  Room LI3S, Calcia Fine Arts Building
9:00 pm
R O B E R T R E D FO R D  
& JANE F O N D A  in
B A R E F O O T  IN  T H E
P A R K  6:30 pm  
Sunday, October 13 
P A T R IC K  S W A Y Z E , T O M  
C R U IS E , M A T T  D IL L O N  in
T H E  O U T S ID E R S  «o pm
STEVE G U T T E N B E R G , 
D A N IE L  S T E R N , M IC K E Y  
RO URKE & P A U L  REISER in
K E V IN  C O S T N E R  in
A M E R I C A N  F L Y E R S
9:00 pm
9:00 pm
Sunday, October 20 
A R N O L D
S C H W A R T Z E N E G G E R  & 
L O U  F E R R IG N O  in
P U M P IN G  IR O N
6:30 & 9:00 pm
Sunday, October 27 
S ID N E Y  P O IT IE R  in
E D G E  O F  T H E  C I T Y
6:30 pm
JAMES EARL JO NES in
T H E  G R E A T  W H I T E
H O P E  9.00 pm
Sponsoring Organizations : M ontclair S ta te  Residence
Hall Association,The Montclarion <£ The Office o f  S tu d en t Activities
Sunday, November 3 
R O N A L D  R E A G A N  in
B E D T IM E  F O R
B O N Z O  6:30 pm  
JESSICA L A N G E  in
K IN G  K O N G  9.00pm
Sunday, November 10 
D U S T IN  H O F F M A N  in
T H E  G R A D U A T E
A L  P A C IN O  in
T H E  P A N IC  IN  
N E E D L E  P A R K  ,,
c C
la
ss I o
f the SG
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P E R S O N A L S  / C L A S S I F I E D S
HELP WANTED
-PART-TIME sales w / management 
potetial. America’s largest sofabed 
specialists. 7.00/hr + comm. Excellent 
exposure into retail world. Outgoing 
personality, conscientious work habit 
necessary. No exp. necessary. Jennifer 
Convertibles. Contact Ron Townsend at 
516-371-2200.
-Part-Time Experienced and Responsible 
Babysitter Needed for our 1 yr. old.
Must be a non-smoker, and should have 
your own transportation (West Orange).
G A M E
Flexible hours. Please call Emily or 
Andrew at 669-3705 or leave message at 
212-627-7757. References required. 
-Nanny/Child care wanted for 8 year old 
girl. Walking distance from college. We 
prefer experience with references. 
Schedule would be Monday-Friday, 
approximately 3-6:30 each day. Hours 
and pay are negotiable. Call Ruth 
Blanche 893-7120 or 746-7112. . 
-Babysitter/ Mother’s Helper needed.
Part time, own transportation, p i l l  857- 
1590.
-I am looking for a warm, energetic
MONTCLAIR STATE 
&
WILLIAM PATERSON'S 
ULTIMATE COLLEGE BAR!!!
student to babysit two afternoons a week 
from 11:30 to 5:00. Must have drivers 
license. Please call me at 746-6991. 
-Wanted: an early childhood ed. major to 
take care for 3 children, 6 - 3 1 / 2 - 1  
years old. Monday-Friday, flexible 
hours, excellent pay. Please call: 746- 
1678 between 8 am-8 pm.
-Babysitter Wanted: 2-3 nights a week 
for two boys ages 8 & 10 in Verona.
Call 857-9098 after 5 pm.
-Wanted: Responsible student for child 
care, 11 & 8 year old. 3:00 - 6:00 pm. 
Monday, Tuesday, plus occasional 
others. Excellent salary, car helpful.
Call 783-4655 evenings.
-WANTED: Student who enjoys kids to 
play with and be responsible for a fun 
six-year old boy ( and sometimes for his 
nine year old sister). One afternoon a 
week or more if schedule permits, and 
occasional evenings. Own car prefer­
able. Call evenings only at 783-4074. 
-’’Experienced person to care for 3 year 
old in our Upper Montclair home. 
Monday & Wednesday at 8:30 am - 5:00 
pm, plus Mon., Tues., Thurs. evenings 
and Saturday mornings. Will consider 
sharing this job between two students. 
References required. Call 783-3908.” 
-Mother Helper/Sitter needed for week­
ends - female preferred - references 
requested - Totowa Area - Call 942-7565 
and leave message.
-Wanted: Graphic Design Intern: Small
graphic design studio in Somerset 
County seeking non-paid graphic intern. 
Must know MAC (Quark Xpress, 
Freehand); work minimum 1 5 - 2 0  hours/ 
week; have good design sense. For 
immediate consideration fax or mail your 
resume to: Intern Placement Service, PO 
Box 1287, Maplewood, NJ 07040. Fax: 
(201)763-4818.
-Babysitter needed for 10 month old in 
my Brookdale home. Four days/week, 9- 
2. Must have transportation. Experience 
with babies, references required. Call 
338-0673 evenings.
-Babysitter Wanted - 2 kids - 4 yr. old 
boy & 4 mo. girl. Some weeknights, 
weekends, daytime to fit your class 
schedule. $5/hr. Call 509-8142.
FOR SALE
-1986 HONDA ACCORD LXi. 4-dr 
sedan, excellent cond, loaded, auto trans,
AC, stereo/cassette, pwr moon roof, 
windows & locks, pwr steering & disc 
brakes, alloy wheels & Pirelli P6 tires, 
49,000 miles, wired for car phone, 
complete service records, asking $7,000 
or best offer. Call Dr. Scipione: days 
(201-893-5126); evenings (908-548- 
8096).
ATTENTION
-A white incarcerated college student 
needs correspondence. Will answer all 
•letters. Write to: Mr. Bert Murphy 91-A- 
2694, C.C.F. Bay 2002, Dannemora,
N. Y .12929
SPORTS BAR
595-8778
198 Belmont Ave. Haledon
CHEAPEST DfflNK AND BEER PRICES IN THE STATE! 
Only 10 min. from MSC
Take Rt. 46W lo Union Blvd (Totowa). Make a right onto Union to end Make a 
right onto W. Broadway to 1st light Make a left onto Belmont Ave-4 blocks down 
on the right. Free parking available in gas station across the street
D A IL Y  S P E C IA L S  AT T H E  G A M E  R O O M
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
7 C gk Ladies Nignt
/ Off* $1.50 Drinks for the 
741pm  ,|75e Dials tor «wyone
CCHJLKIE HAPPY HOUR 
NIGHT ^ p"1
50c Drafts $1Dra,,S 
with vaid «tese ID
Coli urtai/ ft Qi irviai/ $1 DRAFTS-Co#ege Football all day and night
W jjü flX  $1 DRAFTS-50C Hotoogs-Gants & Jets and more 1-7pm
BECOME A LEGISLATOR!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC., INC
SHAPING THE FUTURE!!!
PETITIONS AVAILABLE IN ROOM 103 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX
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-Christine, Kathleen, Claire & Shar: You 
guys are awesome. It’s going to be great. 
Luv, Chrissy
-Onge: Some things never change. You’re 
still in my thoughts. Love your secret 
admirer.
-Iota Gamma Xi presents: Greek God & 
Goddess! Look for details...
-Wild women do and they don’t regret it! 
-Michele R.: I heard that someone hit your 
car...that’s too bad! Just teasing. Luv, 
Chrissy
-Shar: I like your pot holder. So true...Luv, 
your roomie and b*f*f 
-Jim: Welcome back! Hope you had a 
great summer. Jack 
-108C, Thanks to a great start to the 
semester. You guys are fun. Kelly 
-Terri, Jen, Dawn, Chrissy, Tracey, Nikki, 
Judy, Tanya, Carol, Sheryl, Doodle: This 
semester is going to be great.
-Brenda: What are you and Kelly doing?
-Donna, I miss my Union Buddy...We have
to hang out soon. Luv, me
-Shell- Let’s Sgrog! Kaplammy - What’s
Clammy?
-SDT - We are #1. Let’s have a great 
semester. Love, the exec, board 
-To all girls in “A” Apartments: Close 
your curtains — VIC is on the prowl.
-VIC - Have you tried binoculars?
-Michele - Happy 21st. Love Billy 
-Lisa (Iota): Thanks for everything. I ’m 
glad were getting to know eachother better. 
Love, John
-Sohini: Sting concert was awesome. W.P.
is next! -Claire
- 108B: I need a “vacation” — a wild one. 
-The ultimate warrior watches over us.
-903 lives on forever.
-Now I am the lonely wine-cooler. I miss 
you guys. -Wheels
-Bohn 1021-Yagermeister night. Let’s do 
it again.
-PZ90: Thanks for the best summer ever. 
No more roller coasters, but lots of 
hugging! Love Jeanine 
-To the head banger: I ’m having a really 
great time so far. I hope things work out 
for the best. Love ya! KB 
-Susan(SDT) You are the best big! Thank 
you so much for being there for me. Love 
your little Nichol
-Mary: Have you seen “the doctor lately?” 
-Gee
-To all the sisters of Iota: Hope you all had 
a great summer. Glad to see you all! Luv 
& sisterhood. Gina
-To my big Carol: Happy Birthday!!! Love 
your little
-Lisa(Iota): Remember our drive around
ALL of wildwood! Susan
-I’d never dis an AXP brother but I think
that one of them has been dis in’ me.
-AXP’s of 107B start giving each other
messages.
-Warning: Bull from Eldora loose on 
campus - may attack at bus stops.
-Christi: Did you see that duck in the road. 
-MB
-Evelyn: Know anybody from St. John’s 
University.
K J p 1 a n n
W
C L p a r e n
C L 1 e s s e x  c o u n t y
gyn exams birth control counseling 
infection treatment pregnancy tests
prompt appointments - evening hours - bilingual staff
29 no. fullerton ave. montclair 746-7116 
convenient locations also in e. orange and newark
You C an Become A
DOCTOR OF CHIROPRACTIC
Find Out How...
PALMER
COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
WEST
Santa Clara, CA
HOWARD JOHNSON HOTEL
October 10, 1991 • New Brunswick
10 Livingston Ave. • 7:30 PM
A Palmer College of Chiropractic Weat 
AdmiMion« Representative Will Dmchm:
Careers in Chiropractic 
,Palmer West's Programs &  Facilities 
Admissions Procedures &  Financial Aid Opportunities
For further information on this 
Palmer West Student Meeting, call:
Collect 1(800) 442-4476
-ZBT had a peeping Tom.
-Crows and Iota will rule homecoming! 
-Jenn(SDT): You are the best little. We 
must spend more time together this 
semester. Love, Nichol 
-Vic, inquiring minds want to know: do 
you use a camcorder?
-Mary SDT: Thanks for impersonating me. 
Your’e a great sister and a great best friend. 
Love, Neen
-KATHLEEN, the WEISS-chic, just so you 
know, I'm making a poster size enlarge­
ment of THE picture and ....
-Nelson- Hot peppered sausages in a 
can, man. Heavy. Luisa and Bare.
LSAT • G R E  
G M A T  • M C  AT
Small Classes. 
Big Scores. 
Guaranteed.
For more info on local 
classes, call:
800/876-3107
The Princeton  
Review  
We Score More
W e're 
Coming
ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Books refunds end
Monday,
SEPTEMBER 16th
Please plan accordingly 
The College Store
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Beeperless-Remote 
Telephone Answerer
6 9 9 5
Reg. 99.95
Stop missing important calls! Beeper­
less remote with security code lets you 
check your messages from any tone- 
dial phone. # 43-399 FCC n g a n m t
Pushbutton 
Sllm-Fone® 
With Touch-Redial
1995
Reg. 24.95
Perfect for any room! One-touch redial 
of last number called. Tone/pulse dial­
ing. Desk/wall. Almond, # 43-539. 
White, # 43-540 FCC r»gi««red
Dual-Powered 
Scientific Calculator
minus
1595
Reg. 24.95
Perfect for science/math students. Fea­
tures 18 levels of parentheses, paired 
variable statistics, trig functions. With 
lithium battery, case. #65-997
AM/FM Stereo 
Cassette Player
3388
Reg. 39.95
End-of-tape auto-stop saves batteries 
and protects tapes. Stereo/mono switch 
improves FM reception. #14-1073
Batteries, headphones extra
Four Outlet & Six Outlet 
Power Strips
Safely adds extra grounded outlets in your 
dorm or office. Circuit breaker protects against 
dangerous sho rts and overloads. Has 6-foot 
cord with 3-prong plug plus lighted ON/OFF 
power switch. Rated 15 amps.
4-Outlet - 6-Out l et  -  _ Q Q
#61-2620 | ( W O  #61'2619 I f l O O
■ V  reg. 21.95reg. 15.95
Voice-Actuated 
Cassette Recorder
3588
14-1100 Reg. 39.95
VOICE-ACTUATED 
COMPACT SIZE 
BUILT-IN MICROPHONE 
EARPHONE JACK
The College Store Lower Level - Student Center Building
STUDENT LOANS 
(800) 347-7667
Lender Code 8300 0 5
Educaid
P R E R E Q U I S I T E S
study
this ad
It doesn't take a 4.0 GPA to figure out that good-
lookin g design s can  he w ell m ade a n d
( *
reasonably priced. Conran's Habitat is known 
woridunde fo r  great design at affordable^prices. 
We're the only place you need to go fo r desks.
i
lamps, bookcases, sofa sleepers, chairs, fram es, 
desk accessories, sheets, tcnvels, rugs and more. 
Just about everything you need to get organized 
fo r school is ready and waiting fo r you now at 
the Conran's Habitat near your campus. Come 
see fo r yourself how smart great design can be.
conran’s habitat
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P U Z Z L E
The W eek ly Cross
r 
d
P u zzle
ACROSS
1 Where one might 
study Andy Warhol's 
works (3 wds.)
12 Enrollment into 
college
14 "Calculus Made Sim­
ple," e.g. (2 wds.)
16 Evaluate
17 Extremely small
18 Follows a recipe 
direction
19 Belonging to Mr. 
Pacino
22 Of land measure
23 Meets a poker bet
24 ------  Gay (WW I I
plane)
26 Capri, e.g.
27 Belonging to Mayor 
Koch
28 Irrita te  or 
embitter
30 Train for a boxing 
match
31 ----- and the
Belmonts
32 Processions
35 Diet supplement 
(abbr.)
38 Scottish historian 
and philosopher
39 College in Green­
v il le ,  Pa.
40 The Venerable — —
41 " . . .not with -----
but a whimper.”
43 Return on invest­
ment (abbr.)
44 Pondered
45 Belonging to Mr. 
Starr
47 Part of the c la s s i­
fieds (2 wds.)
48 Possible place to 
study abroad (2 wds)
52 Small school in Can­
ton, Ohio (2 wds.)
53 Orson Welles film 
c lassic  (2 wds.)
DOWN
1 Those who are duped
2 "Do unto -----..."
3 Fourth estate
4 Goals
5 Well-known record 
label
6 Well-known king
7 151 to Caesar
8 Prefix meaning milk
9 Confused (2 wds.)
10 ----- husky
11 Most immediate
12 Like a sailboat
13 Cash register key 
(2 wds.)
14 En -- (as a whole)
15 Auto racing son of 
Richard Petty
19 Po litica l disorder
20 -----  c it. (footnote
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a 
Flexible Flyer
24 G lorify
25 Prospero's servant 
in "The Tempest"
28 Well-known govern­
ment agency
29 American league 
team (abbr.)
30 Fictional hypnotist
32 Style exemplified 
by Picasso
33 "She 's -----. . . "
(from “Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35 V isib le  trace
36 Think
37 Woman's under­
garment
38 Commit — -k ir i
40 -----  burner
42 ". . . fo r  i f  I -----
away...”
44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV band­
leader
49 Pi nee— —
(eyeglass type)
50 1968 film , " -----
Station Zebra"
51. 1965 film, " -----
Ryan's Express"
I
!
« f t
Please include your Name.
Address, Phone Number.
and Social Security Number
with each submission.
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Kennedy is going 
to the "Show"
By Al Iannazzone
Ass. Sports Editor
Some Kennedys are political leaders, oth­
ers are lawyers - finally, but one Kennedy is 
an Angel, a California Angel that is. Former 
MSC baseball star Dave Kennedy signed a 
major league contract with California worth 
reporteda
$76,000.
Kennedy, 
a Glen Ridge 
High graduate, 
t r a n s f e r r e d  
from Wake 
Forest mid­
way through 
his junior year 
and exploded 
last year for 
MSC. He led 
the Red 
Hawks to a 28- 
16 record hit­
ting .365 with 19 home runs, tying him for 
first in Division in, and 58 RBI. He also had 
a .753 slugging percentage, good enough for
Dave Kennedy signs a major league 
contract with California.
second best in school history. However, it 
was Kennedy’s arm that made him the An­
gels fifth round pick and the 141st selection 
overall.
The 6-foot-4 right-hander posted a school- 
record seven saves with a 2.25 ERA in 24 
innings of work. He struck out 21 batters and 
held the opposition to an impressively low
.179 aver­
age. Despite 
these out ­
s t a n d i n g  
n u m b e r s ,  
K e n n e d y  
will miss his 
plate appear­
ances.
“It’s go­
ing to be 
tough to put 
down the 
b a t , ” 
K e n n e d y  
said. “But
when I talked to the scouts, their first reaction 
toward my game was my pitching, which was 
fine with me.”
Recruiting key to Field 
Hockey success
By Elan Ben-Hayon
Correspondent
With the 1991 season approaching, the 
field hockey team appears to be prepared 
to duplicate the success of last year and 
years past.
In 1990, the Red Hawks finished sec­
ond in N.J. Athletic Conference with a 9- 
6 record. They qualifiedfor the post-season 
and went on to capture the Eastern Colle­
giate Athletic Conference Championship.
Despite losing six starters to gradua­
tion, the Red Hawks are optimistic about 
repeating the feats of last year. The main 
reason for their confidence is impressive 
recruiting. They have twelve new players 
on the roster, all of whom are talented, and 
versatile. The only returners from last year 
are tri-captains: Kara Baldwin, Lisa 
Fardello and Katrina Anderson. Also back
for another year are forward Tara Malooly 
and right backer Mariann Dava.
The goals for 1991 remain the same as 
previous seasons, and are not out of reach 
for this team. They are striving for a 
winning season, overall, as well as success 
in the conference. They are also hoping to 
return to post-season play and to defend 
their ECAC Field Hockey crown.
Head coach Deb Ballway will have 
Montclair State ready in her second sea­
son, and will get a good indication of how 
good this team is in the first few weeks. 
Following a home game versus CW Post, 
the Red Hawks will travel to Kutztown for 
their first overnight trip in team history, 
and will compete against a very strong 
field of teams in the Kutztown Tournament. 
They will then travel to Farleigh Dickinson 
before hosting a very tough Trenton State 
team.
Kennedy, who will report to Mesa, Ari­
zona for rookie camp where he will prepare 
for the fall Instructional League, sees the 
signing as a major step in fulfilling his dream.
“I want to play Major League Baseball,” the 
newest Angel said. “Now I ’m getting paid to 
do something I ’ve always loved to do, and 
now it’s a job.”
£P& Ck Rita c v o u td [l(zz to ojítcoms t(i,
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DeFazio back to 
head women’s hoops
By Craig Herbert
Correspondent
A new face will be seen storming the 
sideline for the women’s basketball team this 
year. She’s new beacause she is replacing Jill 
Jeffrey but she is no stranger to MSC bas­
ketball. Alice DeFazio was named head 
coach of the women’s team on August 27, 
1991, becoming only the fifth MSC skipper 
since 1969.
DeFazio, a Jersey City native, teamed 
with Jeffrey in the late 70’s when MSC made 
it to the NCAA Final Four. DeFazio’s job 
was to get the ball to the best player in the 
country then, Carol Blazejowski, and it was a 
job she did very well. In fact, she still holds 
three records: most assists (630) and most 
steals (345) in a career, and most steals in one 
season (208). It is easy to understand why 
Athletic Director Greg Lockard had little 
trouble finding a quality replacement for the 
head coaching job.
When it comes to coaching, DeFazio has 
plenty of experience. In 1982, she took the 
head coaching job at Jersey City State College. 
DeFazio stayed there until 1985, when she 
moved on to become an assistant at Seton 
Hall. Two years later, she again switched
jobs, becoming the head coach at St. 
Dominic Academy in Jersey City. While be­
ing very “honored (by being selected head 
coach) and anxious (for the season to begin),” 
DeFazio realizes she has a tough pair of shoes 
to fill. “Jill Jeffrey brought backrespectability 
to this program,” she said, “and hopefully, I 
can continue the tradition and success that 
she has established."
As the season approaches, DeFazio is 
realistic about setting goals. She is looking 
for a .500 or better season. By continuing the 
intense defensive pressure that Jeffrey uti­
lized, DeFazio is very optimistic about 
competing tightly with other conference 
powers like Kean, William Paterson, and 
Trenton State. Players returning from last 
year's 20-6 ECAC championship team will 
have to fill the void left by the departure of 
Kim Wilson, the team’s leading scorer last 
year. However, with a strong nucleus consist­
ing of juniors Shannon Schaffer, Janeen 
Malenni, Kim Barnes, Judy Stair, and Cindy 
Poling, the lady Red Hawks should be as 
tough as ever. One player to keep an eye on is 
Tracy Heart, a freshman out of Bayonne H.S.
This supporting cast should make 
DeFazio’s job a little easier. Regardless, she 
knows the MSC system and she's ready to 
blend in her own style as well.
Besides parking problems, inedible 
food, and book bills that escalate into the 
upper stratosphere, the beginning of this 
Fall ‘91 semester at MSC also signals the 
start of SILC activities for the upcoming 
academic year.
SILC is an acronym for the Student 
Intramural Leisure Council. It is an organi­
zation which will sponsor the following 
sporting events for the fall and spring se­
mesters: men’s one-pitch softball, men’s 
and women’s flag football, men’s and co- 
rec volleyball, men’s and women’s bas­
ketball (both a five-on-five league and a 
three-on-three tournament), indoor soccer, 
men’s and women’s softball, and aerobics.
Although everyone wants to win, the 
primary aim of SILC athletics is to provide 
a competitive environment in which 
physical activity, companionship, and fun 
are the predominant benefits.
Carl Buffalino succeeds John Fiore as 
president of SILC this year. Under Fiore, 
SILC enjoyed unprecedented student par­
ticipation in such sports as softball and 
basketball while the organization as a whole 
gained increased notoriety as well. Buffalino
wishes to both continue and build on last 
year’s success. “We want to accomplish 
all we accomplished last year. We ran a lot 
of leagues and did a lot of things. Last year, 
John did a lot by himself. This year, we’re 
looking for added help from within the 
organization. I want everybody to be a part 
of the organization so we can repeat last 
year’s success," says Buffalino.
There is much to gain by participating 
in intramural athletics. According to 
Buffalino, “You get to meet a lot of different 
people on campus, and it builds sports­
manship and competitiveness. You meet a 
lot of people and may get to become 
friends.”
If you hold an interest in becoming a 
member of SILC, general meetings are 
heldonM ondaysat5p.m.,rooml21 in the 
Student Center, extension 5245. All are 
welcome.
As for information regarding upcom­
ing events, look for ads in The Montclarion, 
posters around campus, and this column 
for pertinent details. Also feel free to call 
ext/  5245 or stop by the SILC office at 
anytime.
Captains Meetin
Women’s Flag Football Mon. 9/16 at 3pm
Men's One Pitch Softball Tournament Mon. 9/16 at 5:30pm
Both in SILC office-room  121 Student Center
Representative must be present and must have $25
Money must be paid at the captains
registration fee per team.
meeting.
ROSTER SHEET AVAILABLE NOW IN SILC OFFICE OR F1ELDHOUSE
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Men's Soccer goal: Win NJAC Title
By Keith A. Idee
Staff Writer
The MSC men’s soccer team enjoyed a 
successful season in 1990. The Red Hawks 
finished with a 16-4 record and were 7-2 in 
New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) play. 
The conference includes 1990 Division in 
National Champions, Glassboro State. MSC 
finished the 1990 campaign as the second 
place team in the NJAC.
This season, the Red Hawks will be guided 
bynewheadcoachRobChesney. The former 
MSC star seems confident that the team will 
have another successful season. Chesney 
said, “Dave Masur turned MSC into a win­
ning program and I intend to continue that 
tradition.”
Three of the top five point-producers 
return from last year’s team. Top-scorer Tom 
Estes returns for his senior season as a start­
ing forward. Last season, Estes became known 
as “Mr. Excitement” for his scoring ability 
and his five game-winning goals. He was 
named a First-Team Regional All-American. 
Estes’ 49 total points was the second-best in 
MSC history and his five game-winning goals 
set a new MSC standard. Without a doubt, 
Estes is the key to the Red Hawk’s success. 
“He’s our big-game player,” says Chesney. 
The 5’9, 175-pounder from Wayne should
light it up again this year.
Chesney also believes that junior Fernando 
Barbato, a 5’8, 160-pounder from Paterson 
and Eric Newhart, a 5’0 160-pounder from 
Livingston, will be major contributors at the 
forward position. Newhart transferred from 
the University of Pittsburgh, where he did not 
play. He comes in as a freshman.
The Red Hawks have perhaps the best 
midfield in the NJAC. Leading the way is 
senior Gus Moramarco, from Paterson. The 
5’11170-pounder was named a Second-Team 
Regional All-America even though he was 
injured the last half of the 1990 season. 
Moramarco is fully recovered and is one of 
the best players in the conference according 
to Chesney.
The rest of the midfielders include 5 ’11 
160-pound senior John R ubinetti of 
Lyndhurst,5’l l  170-pound senior Dominick 
Bucci of Edison, 6'0170-pound senior Lewis 
Ken-Kwofie of Bayonne and 5’7 160-pound 
junior Guillermo Siles of Peru. All of these 
players can score and are considered very 
solid midfielders.
One major reason for the Red Hawks 
success over the last few seasons has been the 
team’s excellent defense. The two top de­
fenders are 5 ’9 170-pound senior Vinny Me 
GowenofHazletand5’10165-pound sopho­
more Hugo Munoz of Bayonne. McGowen 
started all 20 games last season and is known
*• * i.*vx
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Htttnüsii: BintcUir State Students
Help Wanted 
-Bartenders 
-Cocktail Waitresses 
-Doormen 
Ho experience 
necessary.
Will train.
38 Pwigt«n townie •  Ceto fawe
Ladles 
Play FREE
5 pm - 7 pm 
Mon - Friday 
8 of 18 tables 
available
CLASSIC M USIC
•  free membership
•  3rd hour free 
in a visit
•  9th hour free over 
any number of visits
•  clean beautiful room
•  free lessons by BCA 
certified instructor
This September
50% off 3 pm - 5 pm Mon-Fri
Close to Campus
Rack 'Em at 
Midnite 
12 am - 2 am 
Students pay 
DAY RATES
PLENTY OF SEATING
FOR MORE
INFO CALL:
THE BALL 
(843-2255)
1142 RT 46 WEST CLIFTON
for his speed and intelligence on the field. 
Munoz, who was academically ineligible last 
year, is viewed as a good defender as well.
Also contributing on defense will be Tony 
Majestro, a 5’9 170-pound transfer from 
F.D.U.-Teaneck, where he didn’t play. 
Majestro is MSC’s strongest player and can 
bench press 300 pounds.
The goalkeeping looks to be very solid 
this year. Last season it was considered one 
of the team’s weaknesses. Returning is 6’0 
175-pound sophomore Mike Rodgers of 
Manahawkin. Last season, Rodgers shared 
the starting job with George Zuvala, who has 
since graduated. Although he was only a 
freshman, Rodgers enjoyed a quality season 
in 1990, picking up four shutouts and collect­
ing 47 saves in 10 games. This season’s 
com petition at goalie includes Bruce 
Kocenski, a 5 ’ 11' 185-pound senior from 
Keamy. Kocenski played for Jersey City 
State for three seasons before transferring to 
MSC. Also, Mark Williams, a 5*9 165- 
pound junior from Holmdel will battle for 
time at goalie. Williams is a tranfer from 
Towson State in Maryland.
This year’s team looks very solid in all 
areas and should be very successful. The 
goals for the Red Hawks this season include 
the NJAC title and a trip to the NCAA tour­
nament Chesney says, “We’ve got some 
solid players this season, but individual talent
doesn’t mean a whole lot in soccer. You’ve 
got to play as a team. All I will ask these guys 
to do is work hard everyday, and work to­
gether as one unit If I get total dedication, I 
will consider that a successful season.”
Football from p. 36 
what Giancola calls “one of the best foot­
ball staffs in the entire country,” it's easy to 
see how. The 1991 edition ofMSC football 
will surely provide another exciting year. 
Look for the defense to be as consistent as 
MSC has had in some time and look for the 
back field to produce many thrilling mo­
ments on its way to the MSC record books. 
There is one more thing to look for and 
that’s Giancola to climb the list of best 
winning percentage in all of Division m . 
IBs .779 percentage has him in the top ten 
among active coaches.
The front of the MSC Football Guide 
says “A Tradition Like No Other...” They 
have proved it over the years and this year, 
the team’s first victory will mark the 300th 
in school history. MSC has a chance to be 
the only Division III school in the nation to 
win 300 games during its first 63 years. 
This celebrated victory could come Sat­
urday, Sept. 14, against Mansfield, at 
Sprague Field, at 7:30. Let’s all watch as 
“The Tradition” continues.
t â i s Æ É #  ■ * a L r  ‘ A
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TUESDAY NIGHT, is Win« Night! Chicken Wings 104 ea. 
You’D never fly cheaper than this!
THURSDAY NIGHT, Beer Biasi...lO p.m. -1 a.m.
Adjusted Prices for Muggers!!
FRIDAY NIGHT, Sept. 20 _  OPEN STAGE NIGHTS 
Open Stage Night Twice a Month on Fridays!
"Fine Food at Affordable Prices”
I Under New Management ■  Featuring Chef Ken Hogh
I Dinner Served 7 Days A Week! ■  Lunch Served 6 Days A Week
l Full Course Dinners PLUS Daily Blackboard Specials
400 Centre Si. (al FranWin) Nulley. N]
Mosl Major Credit Cards Accepted S S I - 2 0 2 6  Ample Parking\
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The Sports Insider
here'is a new 
reform movement tak­
ing place in college ath­
letics. Due to a recent 
rash of scattered abuses, 
such as'coaches bribing 
prospective athletes to 
play for their team so as to stay competi­
tive, The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) executive council, 
the NCAA President’s Commission and 
other organizations have had their hands 
full.
The media has done its job by digging 
out the wrongdoings of the big-time pro­
grams. Big-time programs are essentially 
Division I schools and the big-time sports
NCAA Reform:
F i r s t  o f  a  s e r i e s
The problem with Big-Time 
sports programs
W i t h  M i c h a e l  F r a s c o
which the abuses 
seem to leak out of 
are basketball and 
football.
First of all, we 
must establish why 
it is that the big-time 
programs are seemingly always the “trouble­
makers.” From a Division I institution’s 
point of view it is rather simple. The stakes 
are higher when it comes to winning. If a 
major program wins consistently, the rewards 
are plenty: Lucrative T.V. packages, national 
T. V. and also plain hard cash, are just several 
of many incentives that await these national 
powerhouses. Take the Notre Dame football 
program as a case in point. N.D. has signed
on with NBC sports for several years so that 
NBCmav broadcast all ofN.D. ’s home games. 
The figure for the deal ran several million 
dollars.
The underlying theme concerning this 
matter is, what do these institutions do to get 
their programs to be competitive and become 
serious national contenders? This all de­
pends on the athletes who are recruited to the 
institution’s sports program. Athletic pro­
grams of such a high caliber want the best of 
the best and to get their desired athlete, “the 
one who will win us the trophy,” programs 
have been known to bend a rule or two. 
Peihaps an athlete is promised a new car 
should he decide to come to State U. Maybe 
a coach purchases an airline ticket for the 
athlete to come visit the school or gives the 
athlete some cash for spending. Then there 
are the infamous recruiting scams, which are 
simply too many to list. Yet, these are just a 
few of the countless scandals which seem to
rise to the surface of college athletics all to 
often.
These are all illegal incentives. Incen­
tives to sell an institution to a coveted 
athlete with the hope that the athlete will 
help the program hit the jackpot, but not 
necessarily the books.
Instead, it is the institution’s responsi­
bility, as well as the recruiting official’s, to 
go after individuals who are motivated to 
earn an education. It’s a pity for a player 
not to concentrate on his studies, with the 
belief that he has the skills to turn profes­
sional in any sport. In fact, only a very 
small fraction of college players are sum­
moned to the professional level.
Yes, winning must be a priority of every 
athletic program, but winning must not 
come at the expense of breaking rules and 
regulations, let alone bringing in players 
who have no legitimate shot or desire at 
earning an education.
Attention: Freshmen, Transfers, and all Returning Students
The
Student Intramural Leisure Council
General
Membership
Meetings:
is searching for several ambitious and motivated students.
Mondays
Need a little extra cash? Become an Intramural Sports Official.
at 5pm
Rm121
Student Center
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M a rk  P ad ovan i
Right Tackle
S tan  W ash in gton
Wide Receiver
J o h n  D e  S te fa n o
Left Guard
A lex  S an a g o rsk i
Left Tackle
J o h n  W alk er
Tailback
T om  R yan
CenterS tev e  B a ñ a s
Quarterback
T im  M cA rth u r
Fullback
D o n  F orla i
Right Guard
D err ick  M cC oy
Punt Returner
Sorry, no 
picture was 
available.
B rian  M e N a ir
Wide ReceiverR o b  F u m cello
Punter M ik e  P av in
Tight End
V
m
m m ü
l n u c a n
or,
C alv in  B ra d ley
Com erback
T im  M iers
Safety
K eith  D a v is
C om erback
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R i c k  G i a n c o l a
H e a d  C o a c h
D err ick  W illia n s W
D efen sive  End
TfödO
D en n is O  K eefe
O utside Linebacker
D u an e G rad e
Inside Linebacker
W in fo rd  B e lia m y
D efen sive  Tackle
D efen sive  End
L a rry  T h o m p so n
N ose  Guard
77?
D w ayn e S avage  
Outside Linebacker
K eith  S h ort
Inside Linebacker
O R T S
S e p t e m b e r  12, 1 9  9 1
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Kennedy is an Angel 30
Hawks primed and prepped for ‘91
By A1 Iannazzone
Assistant Sports Editor________________
One year ago, MSC opened the year 2-0 
with a freshman at quarterback andembarked 
on what was thought to be another NJAC 
championship season. However, the Red 
Hawks finished 7-3,4-2 in the NJAC and did 
not qualify for post-season play. This still 
was an outstanding record considering the 
young team coach Rick Giancola suited up. 
Giancola was very pleased with the perfor­
mance of his players and coaches. Now with 
the 1991 season rolling around MSC has two 
objectives: “to take one game at a time” and 
,“to improve”.
“Right now our objective is to prepare for 
our first game and our mind is on that,” 
Giancola said. “W e’ve been spoiled with the 
NJAC championships so much that we’ve 
always looked ahead. We can’t lose sight of 
the task at hand and that’s to prepare for our 
first game.”
The 7-3 finish last year was below aver­
age by recent MSC standards. In 1991, MSC 
is starting with a few questions concerning 
two quality quarterbacks, eligibility, and the 
loss of four-time All-American defensive end 
Paul Cioffi. Giancola and his coaches must 
come up with answers before they start their 
mission - “To Improve!”
Fifteen minutes away from the friendly 
confines of Sprague Field a quarterback di­
lemma surfaced at Giants Stadium. Would
new head coach Ray Handley go with Simms 
or Hostetler? Now that the Giants question 
has been answered, MSC comes up with its 
own QB controversy. Giancola 
must choose between sophomore 
Steve Banas, who passed for over 
1000 yards last year, and Pitts­
burgh transfer Rob Nittolo.
“So far they have both played 
well,” Giancola said. “I have a 
great deal of confidence in both 
guys, but Banas hasn’t done any­
thing for us not to go with him. It’s 
like the Giants. We have two good 
quarterbacks that could both step 
in.”
Another questionmark con­
cerns one of MSC’s greatest tradi­
tions - Defense. At the end of the 
1990 season Giancola had to deal 
with an annual event, the gradua­
tion of big-time players. Last year,
MSC, led by Cioffi, and lineback­
ers Derek Sininski and John 
Hernandez, held its opponents to 
only ten points per game. These 
three men have left MSC but 
Giancola and his coaches are not 
worried.
“We lost three good players,” MSC’s 
winningest football coach said, “but we’re 
alright on defense.” The three players step­
ping in to fill their shoes will be senior John 
Stobie, University of Cincinnati transfer,
Keith Short, and University of New Hamp­
shire transfer, Duane Grade. This trio, plus 
eight returning starters, will make the Red
Hawk “D” as devastating as ever.
Not only will MSC be boasting one of the 
best defenses again this year, it also has one 
of the strongest backfields. All ECAC runner 
John Walker will be reunited with speedster
Derrick McCoy, who missed the last seven 
games of 1990 with a broken jaw. Walker, a 
pre-season All-American candidate, rushed 
for over 1000 yards last year, averaging 111 
yards per game. Both players have the ability 
to catch the ball downfield, giving the Red 
Hawks a solid one-two punch. That’s not all. 
There’s senior fullback Tim McArthur, Rob 
Gentile and Jerry Martress who all “had nice 
camps” and will be called upon to block and 
carry the ball when needed. MSC’s ground 
attack should produce some serious yardage 
this year.
One question MSC has that has yet to be 
answered is the eligibility of a few players. 
Starting wide receiver, Ernie Harris, starting 
offensive lineman, Mark Padovani and de­
fensive lineman, Winford Bellamy must bring 
their grades to Normal Progress regulations, 
an NJAC conference eligibility code that 
went into effect last year. The code says that 
a player must complete 24 credits per year 
while achieving a certain GPA, the GPA 
changes from freshman to sophomore and so 
on. “We don’t know what their eligibility is,” 
Giancola said. “We should find out any day 
now.”
Now that most of the pre-season ques­
tions have been answered, the 1991 Red 
Hawks are ready to better themselves from a 
season ago. How can you improve on 7-3? 
With returning players, quality transfers, and
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Coach Rick Giancola seeks 300th win in 
school's history.
Chesney kicks off new
era in Men
By Keith A. Idee
Staff Writer
Rob Chesney has been associated with 
MSC soccer since he was a freshman in 
1986. He was a star at MSC for four years. 
Rob was named first team , Regional All- 
American in his senior seasoa He was also 
team captain during his junior and senior 
seasons.
After a brilliant career as a player, 
Chesney knew he wanted to become a head 
coach at the college level. Having played 
for former head coach Dave Masur for his 
final three seasons, Chesney had learned a 
lot about coaching along the way, and due 
to this experience, he was quickly hired as 
an assistant to Masur. However, he still felt 
he was ready for a head coaching job 
somewhere.
Chesney couldn’t have been luckier.
s Soccer
After last season, Masur was hired as the 
head soccer coach at St. John’s University 
in New York. This opened up the Red 
Hawks head coaching job. After two 
months of screening resumes, MSC hired 
Rob Chesney as its new head-soccer coach.
Along with his responsibilities as soc­
cer coach, Chesney is also continuing his 
education at MSC. He is in his second year 
of graduate work, with intentions of getting 
his Master’s degree in Physical Education. 
Rob was the first-ever recipient of the 
William P. Dioguardi Scholarship. This 
award is given to a MSC athlete who will be 
continuing his or her education at the 
graduate level.
Chesney is MSC’s 11th soccer coach 
since 1958. His team will be making its 
1991 home debut this Friday, September 
13th against Long Island University, a 
Division I program.
Deltufo vows to turn Men’s 
Basketball team around
By Peter M. Salovitch
Correspondent__________ _____________
While MSC is known for having a fine 
athletic program, it has not been represented 
well by the men’s basketball team of recent 
years. Further complicating the status of a 
team that finished 4-19 last year was the 
retiring of head coach Ollie Gelston, who, if 
anything else, stood for 24 years of tradition. 
After reviewing over 60 applicants, the search 
for a new coach come to an end. The job was 
given to Nick Deltufo, 31, of Florham Park. 
He enters his new position with the label of a 
great recruiter and a coach who knows how to 
win.
MSC Sports Information Director A1 
Langer said of the new head-man, “Nick is a 
hard-working, helpful guy who brings to the 
program a winning attitude and a solid five- 
year plan to turn this Red Hawk program into 
contenders year in and year out.”
Deltufo knows he has a difficult task at 
hand, taking over a program that has won 
only 24 games in the last five years, but he is 
confident his team will succeed. “Montclair 
State will be competitive this year,” he said,
“and we’re going to accomplish that through 
playing a lot of players with a constant up­
tempo game, basically 40 minutes of Hell.”
Even though Deltufo has a positive out­
look, the reality is that he has only four or five 
returning players from last year’s squad, which 
makes the task of facing perennial power­
houses, such as Kean, Jersey City State, and 
last year's playoff winner, Ramapo, that much 
harder.
Deltufo has a basic approach to basket­
ball. “Excellence should not only come on 
the hardwood, but also in the classroom,” he 
said. He also said the difference between 
Division I and Division HI athletics is the 
latter is less straining. ’In  Division I athlet­
ics, the athlete is filled with constant pressure 
throughout his four years due to schedules on 
and off the court and a must win or die 
attitude. In Division III, while winning is still 
the bottom line, an athlete can still maintain 
a normal social life with plenty of time for 
studying.”
With a positive attitude and a new plan for 
attack, Nick Deltufo may soon have the Red 
Hawk basketball programsoaring atop NJAC 
standings.
